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They Will Contribute to the Convention Was Not Ready United StatesSupreme Court
to Resume Its Work This
Has Passed Upon It the
Treasury Through Game
Forenoon
Warden' Office
Fourth Time

No Effort Will Be Made to It Was Not a Democratic
Have Him Abandon His
Landslide Says Ex.Gov-erno- r
L. B. Prince
Purpose

NORMAL INSTITUTE AT EL RITO REVISION COMMITTEE REPORT WAS CONFIRMED AT SANTA FE

US WISHES SEEMED SACREO ASSURES

Meeting of Regents of Spanish Public Hearing on Question of Frank Ely Estate Secures San
American School Held in
Jose de Senorita Tract in
Liquor Traffic Late This
Santa Fe.
Afternoon.
Arizona.

Wife Implores

xxxxxxxrxxxxxx
THANKSGIVING

Husband to Be Harmony and Unity Will Come
Permitted to Join Him in
to Republicans During Next
His Exile.
Two Years.
.

It was noon when the convention
called to order bv President
Charles A. Spiess, and it was in ses
sion exactly twenty minutes when E.
A. Miera moved to adjourn to Tuesday forenoon at 10 o'clock and the
motion carried.
After Rev. Julius A. Hartman had
pronounced the invocation E. S. Stover
presented a telegram from Albuauer- que from the Christian Endeavor So
ciety of the Congregational Church
urging the convention to do something for temperance. The telegram
was referred to the Committee
on

Tula, Russia, Nov. 14. No effort
Washington, Nov. 14. For the
will be made by his family to induce
fourth time the supreme court of the
Count Tolstoi to abandon his
x
CLAMATION.
X
United States today passed on the
exile and return to the peasant
X
In the year 1621, after the X
question of the ownership of the
hut at Yasneya, Polonla, which he
San Jose De Senorita land grant
X gathering of their harvests the X
in southern Arizona, this time holding
X Pilgrim Fathers on. the Weak X
recently deserted with the avowed
in favor of the estate of Frank Ely.
X shores of Massachusetts Bay X
purpose of Spending the remainder of
The land is located in a canon formhis days in solitude. His wishes are
X appointed a day of thanksgiy- - X
ed by the Santa Rita and Patagonia
sacred tq the countess, who however
ing and prayer for the many X
mountains. Ely claimed the title by
haB sent a message to the husband Imx mercies which Almighty God X
reason of the confirmation by the Unihad Touchsafed them.
X
ploring that she be permitted to Join
ted States court of private land
him and share in the hardships which
36
In
X
since
that
time,
Annually
claims
at Santa Fe of the title from
he determined to experience.
36
'Massachusetts, a day in the X
the Mexican government at the jtime
36
Carries no Passports.
fall has been se apart as a X
the land became part of the United
36 day of thanksg) ing and pray- - X
Tula, Nov. 14 Tolstoi, who is acLiquor Traffic.
States
Gadsden treaty of 1854.
the
by
36
companied by his physician, Dr.
er, and the custom has spread X
E. S.. Stover also presented a peti- R R. RichardBon claimed it by reason
is clad in a peasant's suit
.36 until Thanksgiving Day is now X tion for woman's suffrage from the of
previous homestead patents.
of rough material and wears high
36
observed in all of the States X Woman's Club of Albuquerque which
boots. He carries no passports and
36 and Territories of the ' Union,
X Delegate Stover gallantly represented SEE GREATER EFFORTS
"'"
"
when he left his home he took only
36 and the President
each year X as including the culture of Albuquer-que- r
BY WESTERN. CANADA.
seventeen dollars with him. How36
womanhood.
issues a proclamation declar- - JS6
Referred to the
CHIEF CLERK GEORGE W. ARMIJO, A GENTLEMAN ROUGH
RIDER.
36
ever, his daughter Alexandria who
Reclamation Service Office Learns of
ing the last Thursday of Nov- - X Committee of the Whole.
The Committee on Liquor Traffic an.36 ember to (be a holiday and re- - X
had learned her father's Intentions
New Plans in Dominion to Sus36 questing the, people on
such X nounced a public hearing this aftertain Exodus Across Border.
When you run up against George despite the scowls of committees and contrived to secret one hundred and
36
to
to
X noon at 5 o'clock in the Council chamthanks
ef
their
fifty dollars In the doctor's pocket, so
Chicago',' Nov. 14. Redoubled
give
day
W.
to that if the Count suffers for the necesArmijo, chief clerk of the conven- chief marshalls, to be
36 Creator for the manifold bles- - X ber.
forts by western Canada in immigra
The Committee on Revision report- tion work has been one result of the tion, you meet a Napoleon in politics, the son of George and his accomplish- sities of life it will be because he
36 Sings which they have receiv-- X
ed wife at the Cathedral in this city.
ed the Preamble and Articles on Boun36
elects to do so.
reports from Washington designed to a Chesterfield in manners and a No
X
ed during the year; and
r
wonder the boy is proud of his
and
Public
dary
Public
and
Buildings
check
to
exodus
ac
the
the
Will Join Dukhobars.
36
Dominion,
X
Whereas, the President has
Rider
in
action.
The
Rough
writer
name Theodore Roosevelt Armijo and
Institutions, which are to be taken cording to information of the Chicago
36 recommended
London, Nov. 14.; A news agency
and the Convention's chief clerk, the
by proclama- - X up tomorrow.
already looks the part. George was
office of the United States reclamafrom St Petersburg says:
36
tion that Thursday the 24th X
past twelve years, had occasional assistant postmaster of Santa Fe for dispatch
Conference Meeting.
tion
One
service.
novel
It is reported that after a brief stay
plan
requir
X
A.
D.
of
s
1910,
November,
day
and
and
politically
The Republican conference last ing the
otherwise,
one
of the railway is
year, but handing out letters to in the monastery, Tolstoi will proceed
X be observed as Thanksgiving X
evening wrestled with the legislative that of erecting an elevator as well the writer willingly testifies that the public was not his forte and to Canada to join the Dukhobars, who
X and
X Day:
judicial apportionment and the as a station at each townsite on the George is the real thing; when he he is trying to forget it, and are followers of his teachings.
NOW THEREFORE, I Wil- - X
X
conference was informally continued new extensions, and the government does not win he is a good loser and he now occupies his leisure time by
Count Tolstoi is 82 years old.
X liam J. Mills Governor of the X this forenoon
does not carry resentment, but he'll
with some of the Dem- is to follow with school houses.
being probate clerk of Santa Fe counX Territory of New Mexico, do X ocrats also
to
win next time and often does. ty, as alderman of the
Reports indicate that from the Do try
taking part An effort was
city and keep- MRS. GEORGE CABOT WARD
X hereby proclaim,
Thursday, X also made to facilitate the flnalwork minion department of immigration Armijo's family has been some pump- ing his
RETURNS TO NEW YORK.
in
No.
line.
He does
3,
ward,
X
X November 24th, A. D. 1910 to
of revision, so that it will not be ac- down to the commercial bodies of the kins in the Southwest ever Bince the each task well. His serious business
X be Thanksgiving Day and a le- - X
cessary to have a roll call separately western Canada towns the coming intrepid conquistadores taught the
now is to keep the Constitutional Found Santa Fe an Ideal Tourist and
X gal holiday in the Territory X on each one of the three hundred sec- year will witness efforts surpassing Indians how to pray and how to be just
Home City and Won the Esteem
Convention at work. It is a delicate
X of New Mexico.
X tions.
any previously put forth, which in good. Armijo therefore comes to his task and yet one that
of Its Residents.
vithe
requires
X
The observance of this day ,X .Thls afternoon another Republican less than ten years have drawn over forceful character
of inherit- gor bf a Rough Rider. That he has
right
X is strictly an. American cus- - X conference was held in the Council 700,000 Americans across the border. ance. He went to the front with the
Mrs, George Cabot Ward, wife of
succeeded is evident from the large
X torn and it should be observed X chambers to
agree on the apportion' The erection of elevators at townsites Rough "Riders, and that he made good amount of space that the Convention the former acting governor of Porto
where the railways are being extend is demonstrated by the
X by all. Schools will be closed X ment proposition.
fact, that a is given free of charge in the New Rico and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ed is calculated to assure a market few
X , and the people generally when X
years ago his Colonel, then Presi-- 1 Mexican daily. In the future state, William Bayard Cutting of New York
for grain as soon as virgin lands are
X they can do so should attend X WIFE OF JUDGE M. F.
dent of the United States, came
to Armijo will be fixing political slates, City, after spending four and half
into crop.
places of worship and give .. X
Santa Fe, stopped the procession andi for Santa .Je county at first, a.s4 for months in Santa Fe returned to New
REYNOLDS IS DEAD putThe Canadian
I
t
immigration agents a a i ii
i
i
'i
X thanks to the Almighty for X
YorkJ&St nii& With her was her
ta atlre state Jatit- :
Hsave
wftfr-- " dat"a
'and
36
having 'safely' brought our b'o- X She WaliT Several Monthsand Be
mother, Mrs. Cutting who however
all
the
or
showing
maps
X
prospective
X loved country through another
sides Her Husband Leaves
come back to Santa Fe in a few
will
new
on
towns
and
extensions
railway
us X
X year; for having given
i
Eight Children.
are using these effectively. If any
days to visit her son, Bronson CutX bountiful crops; preserved us X
to be made by the FOOTBALL HAS
ting, at his residence on Buena Vista
St. Louis, Nov. 14. Mrs. Mamie systematic effort is
X from plagues and epidemics of X
reclamation
to
service
immi
check
Heights. A number of friends of
X a general character, and for X Fagg Reynolds, 54 years old, wife of
will need to be put into
Mrs.
it
Cutting and Mrs. Ward accom
gration
X having given us as a people X Judge Matt G. Reynolds, former presipromptly.
panied the ladies as far as Lamy last
Railway extenX so many comforts and luxur-- X dent of the police board! died at her working
ANOTHER IICTI
sions in western Canada will totai
BEPROTECTED night.
X ies. On said day let us also X residence, 5667. Von Versen avenue,
1910. The Grand Trunk
miles
in
Mrs. Ward made a host of friends
X pray to God that like blessings X following a lingering Illness. Death Pacific has crossed the head of the
in Santa Fe during her rief sojourn
X may be vouchsafed our coun- - X resulted from a complication of heart Last Mountain valley which William
X try and ourselves during the X and kidney troubles. Before her mar Pearson of Winnipeg already has colo- Bethany College Student Is President Taft Has Promised here because of her amiability, culture
and brilliance. What was said, of her
X riage Mrs. Reynolds was a Miss Fagg, nized and established the town of No- to Be Arrested for
X year to come.
That This Would Cer.
in a Porto
The "Bo- Done at the Executive Office X daughter of Judge Thomas J. C. Fagg komis as a primary grain market. Oth
X
;
of Louisiana, Mo. She had been ill
Murder
when
she
left
the
island afDone.
rinquen"
X
tainlyBe
er towns in the valley, Strassburg,
X this 14th day of November,
months and her death was exter four years' sojourn a year ago
X many
X A. D. 1910.
Govan
and
Sifton,
Findlater,
Bulyea
pected. She is survived by her hus- are
is of Interest to those who knew Mrs.
X
Witness my. hand and the X band
tapped by other transcontinental
and eight children: Lieut. StephOP
TO
Ward
sensational
TEXAS
AND
OKLOHAMA
during the four months of her
feat
play
are
lines
and
of
of
X
X great seal
the Territory
growing rapidly.
en Clark Reynolds, stationed at Fort railway
stay in Santa Fe:
The remarkable settlement in that
X
X New Mexico.
Ogltethorpe, Ga.; Mrs. George Gru"To say that Mrs. Ward has been a
WILLIAM J. MILLS. X nert, wife of Lieut. Grunert of Fort locality has acquired all the elevator
X
Devised by Old Yale Man Now No Recurrence of
helpful and interested factor in the
X By the Governor:
X Oglethorpe, Ga.; Mrs. F. W. Meysen-ber- and school facilities which were proCoach of University of
social prestige of her husband is true
Outbreaks Is Reported From
X
NATHAN JAFFA,
X
of New York; Matthew G. Rey- vided, seemingly far in advance of
the actual needs at the time.
in a vvery particular sense and is also
Minnesota.
X ,
Secretary of New Mexico. X nolds, Jr., of Raton, N. M.; Robert
Repubb'c to the South.
true In a very general sense in referX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX Parker Reynolds, professor at Washence to the whole American colony,
ington University; Lucy Winn Rey- COMPOSER OF "OLD NASSAU"
Wheeling, W. Va., Nov. 14. The in
Nov. 14. In fulfill-men- t in as much as she has been foremost
Washington,
AT DEATH'S DOOR.
Governor Mills today appointed nolds a pupil at Mary Institute, and
of President's Taft promise to as a leader in uniting and cementing
Princeton, N. Y., Nov. 14. Profes- quest over the death of Rudolph
Bernard Jacobson of Albuquerque, a John Fagg Reynolds.
sor Carl A. Langlotz, writer of "Old Munk. the West Virginia football President Diaz to bring about the pun- the bonds of affection among the disnotary public.
Nassau" the sacred college hymn of player, who died on Saturday night ishment of
V Incorporation.
FEDERATION OF LABOR
persons who burned the tinct elements of social life of this
as
The P. L. Harrington Company of
Princeton, is dying of paralysis at the the result of injuries received In
MEETS AT SAINT LOUIS. his
game with Bethany colleee a few supposed Mexican Antonio Rodriguez island. is a
home in Trenton. Professor LangVaughn, Guadalupe county, filed In
"She
rarely gifted lady and
hours
earlier, will be completed to-- at Rock Springs, Texas, and to prolotz
a
came
is native of Munich. He
foved by the people of Porto
corporation papers today In the office Jeers Greet Mention of Name of
heartily
Thomas
tect
the
Mexicans
the
nignt.
McCoy,
in this country, apto America many years ago, and
Bethany
or Territorial Secretary- - Nathan Jaffa.
player charged with being responsible pears to depend on the good will of Rico, who certainly have a keen
Joseph G. Cannon While. There
taught music at Princeton. '
The capitalization Is $15,000 divided
out
for
Clark.
Were
for
Cheers
Munk's
Champ
injuries, is at his home the governors of Texas and Oklahoma. sense of determining and singling
Into 150 shares. The paid up capital
those whose hearts respond In all sin
at
St, Louis, Nov. 14. The. thirtieth
a
and
Canton,
Ohio,
Governor
warrant
will
of
Campbell
Texas,
dialready
is $3,000. The Incorporators and
De served on him there.
Laryens who has promised to make an investiga- cerity to their own warm affection."
rectors are: P. L. Harrington, C. I. annual convention of the American DhUTAL
will
MURDER
of
here
Federation
Labor
Canton
left
represent
tion
McCoy..
for
into
today
the
began
lynching and a teleHarrington and Frances A. Darcy, all to continue two weeks.
The reports
Wheeling today to attend the inquest gram to the state department last THREATENED LYNCHING NEAR
of Vaughn.
y
of officers were heard today.
will night from Governor Haskell in an
Mccoy and his
ANADARKO, OKLAHOMA.
Territorial Funds.
come to Wheeling.
McCnv
mid tn. answer to an urgent request from SecDemonstration.
Insurgent
GIRL
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
day that he did not strike Munk as retary Knox to guard the safety of It May Still Further Complicate Re
St.
Nov. 14. The opening
today received the following remit- sessionLouis,
cnarged, and the Injury was merely Mexicans in Oklahoma and particulations with Republio to the South
turned into an Insurgent poli
tances: Dr. T. W. Watson, Lincoln
a football incident
President
of United States.
tical
larly to prevent any attempt to lynch
Owen
Miller,
by
rally
county, $334.20;; James Sutherland,
New Jersey, in
the supposed Mexican who killed Chief
Sensational New Play.
Chaves county, $1637.53; Game War of the Missouri Federation of Labor. Asbury Park,
New Haven, Nov. 14. In response of Police Temple at Anadarko, pledges
Jeers greeted the name of Joseph G.
Anadarko, Okla., Nov. 14. No trace
den Thomas P.; Gable $193.25.
Ferment of Excitement
the state government to comply with has yet sheen found of the Mexican
to
welcomed
numerous
Cannon
lou
add
from
Yale
inquiries
applause
School Leases Approved.
Over Crime
men all over the country about the the request A telegram from Am- who escaped after the killing of Chief
Sixty-fou- r
school leases have been the name of Champ Clark.
Wilson at Mexico City in ef Police William C. Temple on Sat
origin of the great tackle shift play bassador
approved by Secretary of the Interior
forms
state department that Sun- urday, although the police and posse
the
which
is
credited
with
winning Satur
R. A. Balllnger according to word re- RIVER SEINE IS
passed without any
are still scouring the hills. Although
:'i V... ON RAMPAGE AGAIN, NEGRO HELP ON SUSPICION day's game from Princeton, the Yale day
ceived today by Land Commissioner
outbreaks.
coaches have explained that the play of
every effort will be made to prevent
R. P. Ervien.
1b derived from the famous
a lynching, In view of the strained retackles
Canal to Divert Flood Waters Is to be
Six More Jndlans Arrested.
DEMOCRATIC
CENTRAL
lations between Mexico and the Unit
of
Child Terribly Muti back attack, and comes from the
Body
Built
Itself
Stream
and
the
Game
K.
Warden James
COMMITTEE MEETING CALLED. ed States, it is feared that the Mexi
Deputy
brain of the inventor of that play,
'.
.
Is
Buried
i'
Found
lated
Half
Deepened.
Platero telegraphed Game Warden
can if caught will fall a victim to the
Harry Williams, Yale '91, head coach
Thomas P. Gable today that he had
Paris, Nov. 14. The Seine which
Under Leaves.
mob.
Will
Deliberations
of
Its
Have
of
the
Minnesota.
The
University
important
arrested four more Laguna Indians has overflowed some of the lower city
Not a Mexican.
play was brought to Yale last week
Bearing on Attitude of Party In
who had nine deer hides in their pos and threatened great damage is sta
Coming Campaign.
Kansas City, Nov. 14. Oscar Op- Park, N. J., Nov. 14. This by Walter Camp and Tom Shevlih,
session. In the meanwhile, Game War- - tionary today. At a conference today Asbury
and neighborhood are in a fer- the famous Eli captain, who has been
tet, who Is charged with the assassi: den Gable has entered Magdalena In between Premier Briand and the spe- city
ment of excitement today over the helping at Minnesota this fall. It had
Chairman W. B. Walton has called nation of W. C. Temple, chief of pol
den
twenty-seveIndians cial inundation committee, It, was
triumph with
discovery of a brutal crime revealed been perfected at Yale and will be a meeting of the territorial central ice of Anadarko, is not a Mexican
he arrested on the Datil forest for cided to rush the work of deepening when
the mutilated body of nine year used against Harvard next Saturday committee of the Democratic party in the opinion of Leon Gomez, Mexviolating the game laws. An Indian the river at Suresness and to con- old Marie Smith, who
has been miss with many variations with what Yale at the rooms of the Commercial Club ican consul here, who said that
t
named Paisano who was fined the oth- struct a canal for diverting the flood
ing from his home for four days was coach says will be a sensational ef- in this
'
on Friday forenoon. It
er day, unabashed by his experience, waters. ..
is not a Mexican name.
city
fect.
discovered in the woods near her
y:;:'has written that he desires to bid on
will be the most important meeting
home. Thomas Williams, a negro
the deer hides that have been seized. NEED NOT PRODUCE
of the committee in many years for it FOUR THOUSAND EXPRESS
known as the "Black Diamond,"
is BANK VAULT AT
DRIVERS RETURN TO WORK.
Winter Normal Institute.
THEIR BOOKS IN COURT. held on suspicion. He denies all
TEXLINE IS DYNAMITED. may determine the attitude that the
.will take toward the approval
The regents of the Spanish Amert
party
of
a
the
but
bloody
knowledge
crime,
Eleven Hundred Teams of the Adams,
can Normal School at El Rito, Rio ArTrenton, N., J., Nov. 14. The state towel found at his house was seized
That Belongs to New Mexico De- of the Constitution and in the first
Wells Fargo, United States and'
riba county, met in this city this after court of errors and appeals this after- by tne police. Marie Smith was a Strip
state
campaign.
velops a Case of Real Wild
American Companies Busy.
noon, to arrange for the holding of a noon reversed the decision of Su- pupil at the
school. Will- ..'
Bradley
Lawlessness.
normal Institute at the school, begin preme Court Justice Swayze, directing iams was chopping wood in the vicin
SWEPT SAN JUAN DEL
New York, Nov. 14. Four thousand
El Paso, Texas, Nov. .14. Robbers
SUR WITH CANISTER.
ning November 28, for those teachers the National Packing Company and ity. Yesterday the body of the child
of Rio Arriba, Taos, Santa Fe and other big packing concerns, to pro was found half hidden by the leaves. early this morning dynamited the
striking express drivers wen$ back to
nearby counties, who for some reason duce their books before the Hudson There were many evidences of the vault of the bank of Texline, Texas, San Juan Del Stir, Nicaragua, Nov. work today wearing their Union butor other failed to attend the Institutes county grand jury.
struggle. There was a deep gash In but the explosion aroused the town 14. The troops called out to suppress tons. For the first time in two weeks
this summer.
the little girl's head. The body Is and the robbers were driven away a' political demonstration at Leon yes the eleven hundred teams of the
Enlarged Homestead Act.
PRESIDENT TAFT ARRIVED AT
otherwise disfigured and It is evident without securing any money. The terday, met with resistance and swept Adams, Wells Fargo, United States
.COLON THI8 MORNING. that she had been mistreated.
, Township 24 North, Range West,
The vault and .banking building were the streets with grape and canister. and American Express companies tra14. President
Taft girl's mother Is in a collapse and may wrecked. The bank is a branch of .Many persons were killed and wound- veled unhampered about Greater New
Colon. Nov.
Continued on Page Eight.
York and Jersey City.
arrived here this morning. '
die.
the Dalhart National bank. ed. The excitement Is Intense.
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Hon. I. Bradford Prince reappeared
in town on Saturday from his eastern
trip, but there was no'chance for the
representative of the New Mexican
to extract any newg or opinion from
him until that evening. He had been

absent just Ave weeks, half in Cincinnati, at the Episcopal triennial convention, and half in New York; and
has gone today to bis Rio Arriba county home among the big red apples.
The first question-askewas as to
the Eplscoparconvention and Its work.
"The noticeable features," said Gov
ernor Prince, "were the remarkable
harmony and good feeling that pre
vailed.
It was a very full convention; just a hundred bishops in the upper house, and about 600 clerical and
lay deputies In the lower one. You
know the convention is arranged exactly like the U. S. Congress, and any
resolution that Is adopted has to pass
both houses. This makes its action
very well considered; and rather sin
gularly the lay vote is always the
most conservative.
There is always
a large number of Judges and
of the highest courts in the
convention; this year Judge Lurton
of the U. S. supreme court and a number of chief justices of states. The
late Chief Justice Fuller, and his
predecessor, Chief Justice Waite, were
both deputies in their times. There'
were over 2,000 church women there
from all over the country, representing the Woman's Aaxiliary and other
organizations and this added much to
the interest and enthusiasm. The
most important matter affecting us
here, was the relief of Bishop Kin- drick from the charge of Arizona, and
the election of Bishop Atwood for that
d"

field.
"You must have seen a good deal
of the Democratic
landslide," said

our representative.
Teddy's "Autocratic Dictation."
"Yes, I was in the midst of it in
New York," was the answer, "but it
was not exactly a Democratic Und
slide. "for it wasause'd'&ere'Ty'Ra- publicans who voted for Dix or did
not vote at all. The Democrats voted
as they always do, and there are no
more of them today than .there were
a year ago. But the feeling among
Republicans against Roosevelt and his
autocratic dictation, his inordinate
conceit and ambition, was intense.
The people grew more tired of his
methods and manners every day, and
were determined to show It; and so
the whole ticket which he nominated
at Saratoga was doomed to defeat.
You no doubt noticed the remarkable
result In Connecticut, where the whole
Republican ticket was elected except
the governor. But Judge Baldwin, the
Democratic candidate for that office
had an unparelleled majority. There
was no reason for this but that Roosevelt made unjust attacks on Baldwin
in his speeches and refused to apologize, or retract when shown that he
was wrong.
The popular sense of
justice, brought Republican votes
enough to Baldwin to give him his
great majority.
"What do you think will be the ef
fect of the election?" answred the
Mexican's representative.
"Menace, of Rooseveltism."
"I think it will be excellent" was
the rather surprising reply. "It makes
the
of President Taft in
1912 not only certain, but easy. There
was a great deal of general dissatis
faction over various matters, that had
to find expression in some way. If
this had remained until 1912 It very
likely would have elected a Democratic president Now, the explosion
has already taken place; we will have
a Democratic House of Representa
tives to relieve the Republicans of
responsibility and disappoint those
who elected it; the menace of Rooseveltism Is no longer dangerous; the
Republicans have learned a lesson
which wjll make them regardful of
the people's wishes and the necessity
for harmony; and President Taft will
constantly grow in the confidence of
the people as they appreciate his ability and sincerity and his respect for
law and the rights of Congress and
the courts. I think this
defeat Is most timely, and while unfortunate for some individual candidates and officials, will be beneficial
both to the country and the party and
Insure victory in 1912." ,
d

REBELLION

IN

URUGUAY
IS 8H0RT-LIVE-

Insurrectionary Forces Surrender Unconditionally and Trust to
'
of Government
Montevideo, Uruguay, Nov. 14. The
rebellion came to an end today with
the unconditional surrender of the
rebels, who gave up their arms and
trust to the magnanimity of the government in the matter of punishment
ty

AVIATOR ELY MAKES 8UCCESS-- v
FUL FLIGHT AT NORFOLK.
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 14. Aviator Ely
successfully flew this afternoon in his
aeroplane from the deck of the cruis-

er Birmingham, landing on

Willough-b-

Spit about ten miles from Norfolk.

y
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Stews
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Don,t Be Bald

We have a remedy that has a record of growing hair and curing baldOctober,
close
1910,
averaged very
Delegate Bur Sum holds his magic
ness in 93 out of every 100 cases
mike, like the shepherd, his bamboo to the normal temperature but was where used
according to directions for
Jointed flute.
in precipita- a reasonable length of time. That
lacking about
a
tion. The month began with high may seem like a strong statement it
The interrupters of the committee
is, and we mean It to
and no one
are the worst lot of "speakers" on temperature which continued, with should doubt It until be,
have put
Terra firma, forty feet from said ar- slight interruption, to the 9th. Rath our claims to an actual they
test.
er
ticle.
high temperature again prevailed
We are so certain Rexall "93" Hair
from the 12th to the 16th, and again Tonic 'will
cure
prevent baldIt would be better for the new state the 23rd to the 26th. Cool periods ness, stimulate dandruff,
the scalp and hair
to grow more corn and less trouble. were experienced
,
on the
new
The only trouble is that one article the 19th to 21st and 27 th to 29th in- roots, stopwefalling hair and grow
hair, that
give our posigrows by scientific method of Irriga- clusive. The first, fourth, and eight tive guaranteepersonally
to refund every penny
tion and the other without the aid of were about equally warm days, while
us for It in every Instance where
paid
the agueous fluid.
the 21st was the coolest day of the it does not
give entire satisfaction to
month, averaging very low for the the user.
as
a
whole.
Delegate Chil Ders, went Repub Territory
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is as pleasKiling frosts occurred in a few ant to use as clear
lican
day on Nov. 12, 1910. Read
spring water. It
on the 3rd,
it. Remember the date and the new high altitude districts
is delightfully perfumed, and does not
and
brand of political faith.
again at few northern stations grease or burn the hair. Two sizes 50c
There is now no doubt Ca Tron was on the 6th , but general damaging and $1.00. With our guarantee back
was delayed until the morning of
you certainly take no risk. Sold
right The Coon Trap has a front and frost
of the 20th or 21sth, giving a long onlyit, at our
rear gate.
store The Rexall Store.
season and maturing practically all i The Fischer
Drug Company.
outstanding crops.
Wade, Wades deep. Watch the
of
Terriall
narts
the
Practically
Wades, Wading. They Will Wade, trrv o x ii T"i irr.rt a,rt.m
li n nnrma
turn the run. In this
HIIJ U,,U,U H U l . till.country of wonderthey always Wade, they enjoy Wad-- ; perature
the exces8 exceeding two ful yet only partially developed reing They can't help Wading, Just degrees a day in some northeast sources, of beautiful distances and
watch Wade and Wade, Wade to the 0h
a h0. wonderful skies. I see the train
mo
eo
ueep ana uniatnomiess sea, Don't flciency, however, did occur in a nar- - along for 25 to 50 miles and then
pick
warn them to stay out
row strip running
up 3 or 4 passengers. We can't travfrom eastern Rio Arriba county to el as a rule more than five miles in
Interrupter Peter Gon, has develop- Chaves and Eddy counties, the de- the east and pick up scores of passened several additional chins to his
at Roswell exceeding two de- gers. You know that, as does any
front apparatus, considerable grey ficiencya
one who has traveled in the east.
matter and also a few adjectives that grees day.
Three rain Deriods occurred. The The road is fed by large towns and
carry with them the peculiarity of first (mostly confined to district No. cities and there is much travel. That
coming from a dry farming section. 8) was on the 2nd of the month; the is one reason why I think the Pennsylvania railroad can lay claim to being
He says Caballo for gentleman. He8eCond
period was on the lOth-lltS e
Me8Ula
y and the third from the 15th to 20th, the greatest road in this country, yes
where the pumpkin grows by irriga- - inf.,aiV( th latter r.nlminatine in in the world.
"But
tion.
such dense population in
heavy ' e eastwith
quite general and rather
an suck scarcity of people
and
snow storms in north-centrIt was dark and dreary last night northern counties, the depth of ajj m me soutnwest, it is evment that
there are scores of opportunities in
The automobile roar broke the monot--! increasing from a mere trace
thift rnnntrv tn nno fn tha on of ortA T
ony or the silence the lights were all the lower valleys to 4, 6,
'am Tint sunrnriflort
fn find nn mv nma.
"- ,
thrown in the clouds hovered about inuues lu me ymieauB uuj iwvi
ent trip thr0Ugh the far west and
blacker and blacker and denser and ana lo z or more mcueo, uy m oo,
southwest that there is a heavy travel
denser, but Aeriolite Stove Her, the on the higher mountains and peaks from the east More land
is being
god of space, disappointed the con- of the Sangre de Cristo and San taken up, more people are
coming out
vention by refusing to furnish the Juan ranges. It rapidly disappeared, west to seek
employment and they
Thunder. By thunder, that
not: however, and only the highest peaks are getting it"
out
Let
it
right.
governor.
had snow at the close of the month.
Discussing politics in the east Mr.
The deficiency in precipitation was jLlnhart said: "We Pennsylvanian
over the Territory, with the j publicans feel proud that we elected
Delegate Se Dillo, has added anoth
er rose to his amendment constitu- - exception of the northwest counties, a solid wall of Republican congresstional bouquet. It was this way: De-- : where a fair excess occurred. Pract-legat- e men with the exception of one man
'
Pan Ky, who has Wall Street ically no rain occurred in southern who slipped in some way.
There
proclivities, made a real bet, $5 to the Grant, Luna, Dona Ana, and north-stake-s were Republican reverses in our state
with one of the charming, al-- ! era Otero counties. The sunshine of but nothing like the
'Empire'
luring, dreamy-eyetypists, that 6he the month was large; there were 21 state.".
mind you, she,, could not write any.j clear days, 6 partly cloudy and but 4
Mr. Linhart said that he came to
thing "writteble" as delegate Coon ' cloudy days. Win's were light, as a Santa Fe because he heard of its hisTraps Chil Ders says, not even exclud- - rule and the prevailing direction from toric interest and quaintness as well
as because the city is the capital of
ing the Good Old Book, but what Be the westerly.
the state to be, and is in the limeDillo could amend it. Mind you the
Temperature.
broditudinal heavy weight corporosity
The mean temperature for the Ter- - light just now on account of the disfrom Berna Llllo, was totaly ignorant ritory, determined from the records patches daily sent out on the constiof the gambling. The black eyed Se- - of 69 stations with a mean altitude tutional convention.
norita, immediately came thru and the of about 5,000 ft, was 53.9 degrees,
bet wa closed. She went to a com-- . or 0.4 degrees above the normal, and
It you want anything on earth trj
-i- .---ii
a 'teSfMiteuPStoJyy J909, The U New Mexican want Ad.
oi .vDwr.ote- me iaun u.o' acfe.
ro.iiee room, tjno.
highest local monthly mean was w.s
Prayer"
the highIt was submitted to Se Dillo and he degrees at Lordsburg, and
98 degrees at Alma on
Whenever you want an easy shave
calmly read it and irreligiously pro est recorded
As ftood as barbers over save.
mean
ceeded to amend it in three different the 1st The lowest monthly
me at my salon
"i
Just call on eve
and
the
or busr noon
at
At morn or
Winsors,
39.1
was
was
degrees
segreplaces. The girl, poor girl
dress the hair with grace
and
I'll curl
rn lowest recorded was one wu
from her hard earned ' 5
suit the contour of your face,
I'll
,
D
-- Q,q
4J.au The
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
nn
tlo at. Tres FlearaJ on me A4l
mnn iiio
n;n
u&w wvaw
neat and towelsare clean
is
AyillVj Ctl
shoo
My
And everything I think you'll find
to the nobility to the "Strenuous, In-- : greatest local mommy range m icm To suit the tast and please the mind.
at Tres Pieslstent, Persistent Order of Amend- - perature was 83 degrees
ras, and the least 64 aegree
ments."
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
tancia, while the greatest cany range
s 63 degrees near Gila on the 8th.
since
A few names of delegates
iu ou
:
range
Spanish-Amer-as
"r
they arrived and

FRESH EDIBLES OF ALL KINDS
etc.

FOR MINCE MEAT, FRUITCAKE,

fjinter

Grocery Co.

Plaza, Santa Fe.

2

No. 40.

Telephone

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Incorporated 1903

HAVE YOU SFEN THOSE

LADIES

TAILORED WAISTS

HOUSE DRESSES & KIMONAS
EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

lOth-llth-

EVERYTHING

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1910.

Established 1856.

Nearly Anyone May Secure a
Splendid Growth of Hair

October In New Mexico was Extremely Dry but Temperature was
2,
About Normal.

one-thir- d

DRESSED OR ALIVE.
CHICKENS

SPARKS.

Mathematically speaking,
are not four but 22.

!HirTHANISGIVIMGI?!y

SUMMARY OF
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.

1

WE ARE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF READY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S COATS

i

WE TAKE ME ASUK ES FOR
LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.

-

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL

.t,mQ.t

j

SELIGMAIN BROS CO.

south-southea-

Azurite Lace Pins with Gold Filigree
Mounting. Enameled Wear, Gold and
Silver Waist Sets. Jabot Pint. Buckles.
Beaded Mesh Purses. Gold Trim.

'V

P. O. Box 219

Phone 39

i

i

BOAST SUCH

FEW CITIES CAN

MENT OF NOVELIES
AS WE

AN ASSORT-

:::::::
LINE

THE JEWELRY

IN

ARE SHOWING.

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

F.

FRANK

GORMLEY

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
SPECIMENS OF

HANDSOME RUGS AND ROBES

FROM COYOTE,

MADE

wjMfi,

I

MfZ hlt?

RFT

K THE

F1 1
bitnij

Jaipur- vvi

ft

-

.

Mil

h"a 7 ft

THESE IS IN

d

MOUNTED TRUE TO LIFE.

KINDS

ALL

FVPDVTH

WILDCAT, BEAR AND WOLF SKINS.

j

,

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE

LSANTA FE, N. M.l

19

BLACK

436

OANON
II ROAD

..,.

i MULLIGAN & RISING

1
$

5!

I

rrtt'TQt'jj

--

,..t,w

I

j

Let's bury the hatchet, but let the Hatchet be one of our make for
they are warranted to go deeper and cut better. We know that, and
want you to know it you, yourself, come In with your axe to grind
and we'll show you our best line of Axes.
You can find everything good In Hardware in Our Store.

11

t

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
NIGHT

DAY

130

PHONE

PICTURE

AND

FR AmlriG TASTEFULLY

Wholesale
&

Retail

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE

AVE

j

ti

Sale Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

Ila$I45
IT

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE'
PHONE
BLACK

45

satisfaction assured
CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE JKJSf.V.,

ZStL

HACK SERVICE

Baggies

aid

Saddle Horses

STERLING NOVELTIES

MESH PURSES

PICTURE FRAMES IN DEPOSIT WEAR
FINE LINE OF STERLING

FLAT AND HOLLOW WEAR.

BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS

345 San

Francisco Street,

,

'

H. C. YONTZ

8anta

Fe- - n- - M.

r
f UUP
j
Y
rCSCnpilOll
!
1

If.

rkisn
for the benefit of the New York
tnm

,

Spiess
, luiwesicu r.i
w uoi.i
OUD anu
Duke City.
Tom Cat Run,
Joseph Dante Supper,
George Washington Army
Joseph Safe,
Margarite Romero,

DONE

POTATOES and
SALT.

LEO HERSCH

j

nrnnn nxvio

Hy""r.Vu
IMnuMt bU.

e

W
"
' k.

ihone

i

uo.14,

j

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

!:. U..,..

Phone
No. 14.

j

125

RED

1

a

T. V. ROBERT'S

a";

follows:

No.

7,

247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

i.

54.1;

9, 54.8 degrees.

Precipitation.
The average precipitation xor tne
O,
rec-- ;
Territory, determined from the or
0.72
was
inch,
ords of 135 stations,
0.9
0.33 inch below the normal, and
Tranquility LaBadie,
Oc- of
month
the
than
less
inch
Anthony Adam Se Dillo,
itober, 1909. The greatest montmy
Mala Keys Mart Enes,
i
amount was 2.76 Inches at Swastika
Alexander Sand O Val,
Valencia
Ranch, extreme northwest
Eufraclous Gaily Goes,
at seven
county, and the least none
Anicette A. Bay Ta,
occurred
trace
a
but
while
stations,
Anas Tash Medyna,
to seven others. The greatest amount
Isidore Army O,
in any 24 hours was l.bo uu
John Na Barro,
Grove Ranch in eastern Rio Arriba
Frank
Romeo,
Jimmeny
county, on the 20th. The average
Salome Mart Inez,
average snow fall was Z.z incnes inLucerne Mayes,
most three times that of October,
Man Nuel Lucyero,
3
1909. There was an average of
Dez.
Joseph Val
with Drecioitation. The district
No.
a- follows.
A two hour show including tickets averages were
No. 9,
und Mexican Opera at the Elks to-- ; 0.65 inches; wo. 8, u.
inch.
0.57
night. Prices 25 and 35c.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
Such
through the mucous surfaces.
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
act-In- s
mercury, and is taken Internally,
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. In buy

V

24

1

1

MONTEZUMA AVENUE S
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot. .'

Telephone

East is Crowded, Declares Chris
Linhart, Pennsylvania Railroad
Conductor for 33 Years.

--

half-sole-

--

CLEAN

Phone

Red

132

;

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE ft FITCH

BATHS

TREATMENT- -

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry en Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
. All work is guaranteed;
your (
socs are mended and buttons
without
' sewed on you shirts,
extra charge.

'

n n

CHAWfift I)AA:Af

Call up

'Phone 8

In fiupar Avmm

CHAS. CLOSSON

123.

is an object lesson of precision. Not ordinary accuracy, but
h ima& fractions of a grain.
draws conclusions

rill UUL 1

W-mui-

VL

PRESCRIBED BY THE PHYSICIAN.

imr uivmni

East Side
Plaza.

I When in Need of Anything in the
urrawa i Hiifwmu
ii kivvif tmtmsm
'ft
RATES RIGHT.

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

RID

COURTEOUS

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

,

ox an tne
ana
tomes.
racial
hair
popular

PHONH

GUAR-

LIVERY STABLI

carry a complete line

PHONE RED 122.

SATISFACTION

MANAGEMENT-UP-TO-DA- TE

Gentlemen's Hats Made New.

OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve. Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. Weialso

,

Cleaning and Dye Works

ANYTHING

EQUIPMENT

For i9 year the only-firs- t
class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

BATHS

Telephone 85

ANTEEDNEW

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

BATHS

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Shawns Parisian

75c
50c
50c

KERR'S

P.

Steam Coal.

ST

'

JL

U

E SAN FRANGISCO

Smithing Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

s
( nailed) Men's
Ladies' half soles - - Rubber heels - - - - - FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.

SAYS NEW MEXICO IS
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY.

Uepanrneni
OUR METHODS INSURE THE EXACT PROPORTIONS
HIINU

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

SHOE SHOP

CHARLES E. LINNET,
General Director.

...

1

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

NICK YANNl'S

"Is there still room for lots of peo
a coun-trple in New Mexico and is this certain
nf beautiful distances? I
ly answer yes to both questions,"
said Chris P. Linhart, conductor of
the Pittsburg division of the Pennsylvania railroad with which he has been
sure
be
in active service as conductor for a
Cure
you
Catarrh
ing Hall's
internalthird of a century- - Mr. Linhart was
taken
get the genuine. It is
on his way
ly and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. at the Claire this morning tour.
on a pleasure
j to the coast
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
"In the east, that is along the PittsSold by all druggists. Price 75c per
somebottle.
burg division I think there is
not
do
I
if
train
my
with
const!wrong
thing
Take Hall's Family Pills for
on
pick up 1,000 to 1,400 passengers
patlei.

THIS IS AN 1MPOK IAIN i

M

j

'

FV

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

O. K. BARBER SHOP

uiuewater. oau xunioi,
the
Stanley ana wagon muuuu
.
7tVi
Thn district averages are as
.v
uum
ci,
o. s, oo.o,
'

iv

that

MONDAY,

THE PROPER COURSE
iHow to act In an emergency Is
knowledge of Inestimable worth, and
this Is particularly true of the disease
and Ills of the human body. If you
suffer with backache, urinary disorders, or any form of kidney trouble,
the advice contained In the following
statement will add a valuable asset
to your store of knowledge. What
could be more convincing proof of the
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills than
the statement of Santa Fe citizens
who have been permanently cured?
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero, 1C6
Griffin St, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
hold Just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills today, as when I publicly
recommended them In January, 1907.
For about a year I was bothered by
a dull ache and "veakness across my
loins and kidneys. I tried easily and
any exertion brought on severe pains
In my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney
Pills highly spoken of, I was induced
to try them. The result proved beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills
live up to representations. The cure
and positive relief this
remedy
brought, has led me to praise It on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 80
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

BUB

CLAUSE

S
Convention Adopts' Without
Amendment or Change Report of Committee
AUTOMATIC REVIEW

PROVISION

Saturday Evening Session Finally
Disposes of Vexatious Sub-jeof Taxation.
ct

"Thirteen" surely proved to be an
unlucky number in the constitutional
convention, for in more than, one report Section 13 was stricken out, and
on Saturday evening at a session that
lasted until 11 o'clock substitute af
ter substitute for, and amendment
after amendment to Section 13 of the
Article on Taxation was rejected and
the convention finally tired out adopted a section, good enough to serve
delethe purpose, but with twenty-on- e
States.
Remember the name Doan's and gates absent and half of those re
maining not grasping entirely what
take no other.
they were voting for or against. The
intent of the section had been to se
Notice for Publication.
cure the taxation of all property no
Not Coal)
(06966
matter
where found on the day of as
of
Interior.
the
Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M. sessment and the substitute finally
adopted makes the same provision but
November 8, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that George in different terms and on the legal
of those terms much will
Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on Sep- construction
the
future. The effort made
in
depend
en
1905.
homestead
made
18,
tember
to have sheep taxed
O.
H.
Bursum
by
Section
for SW
try No.
where they are found on the day of
2, Township 11 N, Range 13 B., N. M.
failed.
He argued that
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten assessment
tion to make final five year proof, to the county which furnishes the grazestablish claim to the land above de- ing and the protection to the sheep
should have the revenue and that it
scribed, before Register and Receiver
be easier for an assessor to as
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day will
sess the sheep in the county in which
of December, 1910.
they graze than it is for the assessor
as witnesses:
v Claimant names
of another county to secure that In
Macario Leyba, Polito Leyba,
formation from the owner of the
of
all
Quintana, Isabel Leyba,
Those
opposed maintained
sheep.
Leyba, N. M.
that counties like Bernalillo in which
MANUEL OTERO,
thousands of sheep are owned al
Register.
though they graze In Socorro, Tor
ranee and other counties, would lose
large revenue and that many sheep
will escape assessment unless they
are returned by the owner who is un
der oath to make a correct return. At
first the Bursum proposition carried
by a vote of 39 to 37 but such are the
intricacies of parliamentary law that
before adjournment was taken, the
Bursum substitute had been eliminat
ed by gradual process, and the last
substitute, that offered by A. B. Fall,
but also materially amended . before
the convention was through with it,
passed by a vote of 60 to 19. One of
the sensational disclosures of the ses
sion was a statement by H. O. Bursum
that he was present at the last legis
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
lative session when a certain law was
DRIVING THRU
passed, a law which It developed
THE COUNTRY
a statement made by H. M.
It's the best route back to nature, through
on Saturday evening, apDougherty
and will imbue new life Into your
pears on the statute books as repeal...
wearied, mind. The most, pleafnjns ed
to the taxation of eheep
will be obtained by driving the
in counties where they are found on
STYLISH LIVERY
assessment day.
We can furnish you. Our horses are
The session on Saturday evening
all equal to the trip and our car- was one long parliamentary wrangle,
In which A. H. Hudspeth made a
riages ride with ease and grace.
Don't forget to secure your rig stubborn fight for the minority and in
from us.
which A. B. Fall carried oft the honors for the majarity although he
fought at intervals not only the minority but the leaders on his own
WHIMS 4 BISIE
side. F. E. Wood presided over the
310 8an Francisco St 'Phone 139 Red. committee of the whole during the
debate on- Taxation, and it was due to
his parliamentary ability that the
convention did not tie Itself into an
We Have Built Up
inextricable knot, although at one
juncture itvhad to take a recess to
discover what it really had done or
Poster-Mllbur-

n

1--

8525-0696-

'

-

was doing.

our Paint buslnes

ty
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giving only the

best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
1b made of the best White Lead and
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily and smoothly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint Is as good as two of other
well-groun- d

kinds.

Charles W. Dudrow

The Normal Schools.
President Charles A. Spiess being
indisposed although he remained during the session and took an active
part in the debate, Jose D. Sena presided during the forepart of the evening. Supplemental reports were presented from the Committees on Bill
of Rights and on Education. The former was received, but the latter not
but after a parliamentary wrangle,
was ordered printed. The supplemental report from the Bill of Rights
provided that any person arrested for
a crime, may plead guilty without
waiting for an indictment. The supplemental report of the committee oneducation anumerated the education-

CHICHESTER
ilk.

S PILLS

BRAND.
A
Ladl"ftl Ask your Wru
ChUchea-ter'- a
llamon
in
1'IHb
Ked and
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Tabs tin other. Hut or T
ltninlftt. AskforCIIi.CUKS.TERS
DIAMOND It RAM PI LI.8. for 2ft
rears known as Best, Safest, Always ReliabW
SOLD BY DfiUGGlSTS EVERYWHERE

f

al institutions of the new state and
incidentally left the doors open for
the creation of more normal schools
in response to a demand from eastern New Mexico. This brought an objection to receiving the report from
Charles A. Spiess. He said that he
had no objection to the Spanish American Normal School participating to
some extent in the grant of lands
made by the Fergusson act for normal school purposes, but there are
serious objections to schools hereafter
established in New Mexico participating in this grant. Both the normal
schools at Las Vegas and at Silver
Clly have issued bonds which are in
part secured by those lands. There
is no good sense in cutting up three
good coats to make eight bad coats.
George W. Prichard said that there
are a number of the members of the
Committee on Education who took the
same view as to the unreasonableness
of creating additional normal schools
in addition to the three already exist
ing but the report was brought in to
put it up squarely to the convention.
H. B. Fergusson said that there
would not be half a dozen votes in
the convention to cripple the existing
Institutions or to deprive them of
any of their lands. C. M. Compton also declared himself against impairing
the strength or standing of any of the
existing normal schools. The state
will find other means of meeting the
needs of eastern New Mexico whose
growth in the number of schools and
teachers he described.
C." J. Roberts said that the New
Mexico school system is already top
heavy and that he is opposed to cut
ting up further the land grants for the
purpose of creating more institutions
of higher learning at present. He in
Nor
sisted that the
mal School, however, should partici
pate in the land grant
During the intervals, the delegates
munched the apples that C. L. Pollard
of Espanola had sent the Santa Fe
Board of Trade and which the latter
had taken up to the convention hall
to demonstrate what fine apples are
raised in this vicinity.
Spanish-America-

n

HERS

CONSTITUTION

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELU NEW MEXICO,
Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspector. RANK SCHOOL IN CLAS3
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Colon. Located
on the beantlfnl Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West (.t aD e'evatlon of 1,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Hue rata or snow during session.
Eleven Officers.and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern Ip all respects.
E. A. Cahoon, Presidents W,"
X REGENTS
G, Hamilton. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
W
j Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and
A Finlay
For particulars aol Illustrated eatalogne
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N.
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Superintendent.
HON. J. L. HOUSE.
Delegate in the Convention From House, Quay County and Who is a Banker,
Merchant, Rancher and Stock Raiser.
'

Hon. J. L.. House, delegate in the
Convention
from
Constitutional
House, Quay county, is one of those
men whose fame will be perpetuated,
for he has a place in the map named

RIDE IN THE MOON

turned to ranch life and made success

it

at

In 1903, on New year's day, Mr.
House moved to the Sunshine State
settling in what is now known as
Quay county. He plunged Into the
cattle and sheep business and followed it with success for three or
four years. He also dipped Into politics, on the urgent request of his
friends, running on the Democratic
ticket
for
county commissioner.
He was defeated but he became well
known and made many friends. He
was later appointed U. S. Land Commissioner and held the job for three
years, serving with eminent success.
Mr. HouBe owns stock in a bank at
Taiban and a hardware and grocery
store at House, his namesake and
homestead.
,

for him.
Born in Chocta, Indian Territory, In
1S68, Mr. House received a common
school education and then attended
Normal Business
Liberty
College,
at Liberty Hill, Texas. He was graduated in 1S89 and went to western
Texas to try his hand at ranching.
Tired of the exhilarating, but lonesome life, he took up photography as
a profession and followed it for four
years making many people "look

30 H. P.

pleasant" and learning that art himself. But the call of the wild was
pretDuring the afternoon session,
too much for him, so Mr. House re- ty and bright little Evelyn Brlce,
daughter of Delegate and Mrs. Brice,
occupied a chair besides M. L. Stern,
who presided ably and energetically ty. The minority would place the op- siderable weight. That the orders of
eration of the railroads in the hands the proposed commission would not
while the convention in committee of
of
commission, would give it en- only affect the employes but every
the whole was considering the report tirethe
control and the result would be person who travels, every one who
on Corporations
of the Committee
not another mile of railroad ships freight. These railroad employ
other than Muncipal, H. O. Bursum that
would be built in the Territory and es have inside Information, they know
construction
of
his
craft
steering the
min- those that could get out would pull from experience what is needed and
through the turbulent waters of with-it would certainly be a mistake to
; up their rails.
ority criticism, into the harbor
out the craft receiving as much as a The minority report was rejected ty put on the commission men who do
not understand the railroad business.
scratch. As the New Mexican went a vote of 66 to 24.
H. M. Dougherty reiterated that he
C.
to
an
C.
amendDavidson
offered
arose
Holloman
Reed
to press,
answer the criticisms of his colleague ment to strike out: "Provided, That had come to the convention convincfrom Quay county, C. C. Davidson. in the matter of fixing rates of tele- ed that the appointive system was the
Mr. Holloman said that the conven- phone and telegraph companies, due wiser and that nothing that has been
tion cannot confer judicial power on consideration shall be given to the said since he came to Santa Fe has
an administrative body and a corpora- earnings, investment and expenditure convinced him that he Is wrong. That
when you attempt to create an office
tion commission, such as it is pro- as a whole within the state." H. O.
as one or a commission that is technical in
posed to establish, Is an administra- Bursum defended the sentence
its character that it should be ap
tive body. He cited judicial opinions demanded by Justice and equity.
J. G. Fitch, G. W. Prichard and A. pointive. The people of New Mexico
to sustain the point he made. The
B. will some day awake to their error of
minority provision prevents the statea A. Sedillo spoke on Section 11. A.him
insisting that the members of the su
supreme court from entering upon - Fall said the minority reminded
review of the decisions of tne corpora- of some old time religious meeting, preme court and of technical coinmishjHww- against at
which the courts have declared, while context in the Bible would be picked ed to the will of the people knowing
the majority provision squares with out and argued vehemently to prove j full well that all successful parties
have bosses and that when these bossthe judicial precedents. He explain- that there is no heaven or hell.
an es select men to run for these offices
George W. Prichard offered
ed the delays that would occur in case
the minority Idea prevailed and show- amendment which in effect provided they choose men who can get the
ed that the majority provision heads that every person in the state shall votes irrespective of their qualificaThese railroad employes canoff these vexatious delays. The minor- be free to obtain employment without tions.
supreme hindrance, being aimed against black- not be charged with representing any
ity would assign to the state snenrx.
special Interests and there is
court merely the part of a
listing as well as violent methods of
C. R. Brice acknowledged that the strikers. The amendment was reject- wisdom in their counsel.
G. A. Richardson said he came In a
committee had given close attention ed by a vote of 43 to 28.
and good work to the provisions of Labor Union Representatives Address different mood to the convention
Convention.
than his colleague; he came with the
the article that H. O. Bursum, A. B.
Fall and H. M. Dougherty especially Unprecedented was the action of! belief that all officials from top to
have sought zealously to draw an ef the convention at 5 p. m., when labor bottom should be elective; that this
fective clause. He disputed however, representatives present were given is the correct thing and that the peo-thfloor to address the convention In pie want It. "I have watched the
that either the majority or the minorof an appointive corporation erations of the appointive power In
ity report conferred judicial powers
Chairman McGrath of this Territory too long, as it has been
on the corporation commission, al- commission.
commisof railroad men agreed applied within and from without to
committee
the
the
both
gave
reports
though
sion rate making power, but this is a with T. B. Catron, that the mine in- Be convinced that it is not the
said
but
should
tern for the people. There are as many
be
a
power.
not
appointive,
ministerial and
judicial
The difference in, theB two provisions that still stronger reasons are urged competent men of technical knowl- lies in tne procedure lor ayjicai w m for making the corporation commis- - edge in elective office as ever were
appointive. The Interstate Com- pointed. I do not propose to submit
suDreme court. He made an able legal
a system of boss nominations;
I
argument in favor of that phase of the merce Commission and all of Its
spectors are appointive and for the have an absolute disrespect for boss-lattminority report.
who
men
none
are
selected
oi
e
es, I defy them, I put my stamp of
place
J. W. Childers argued that
had railroad experience and are approval upon them. I argued
the future commissions will be so perwith safety appliances. An'estly for a direct primary, to leave
fect as to make it just that either or
to the people and to the people
both parties having a case before the elective commission is not responsl-!l- t
commission, be deprived of having a ble to any one, an appointive com- alone, to nominate their officers and I
review by the supreme court Ha mission is responsible and the Gov- - am unalterably opposed to making this
commended the majority report, in ernor may at any time apply the "re- - commission appointive."
en- call" to it very effectively.
As the
E B Fleld
fact, stood by it throughout the
that he BaUsfied
law provides that no one connected that the
tire debate.
y
,e want
majorlty of the
Is
can
a
be
the
with
it
under
railroad
said
that
appointed,
A. H. Hudspeth
t haVB thBi nmr.a
are
will
have
obvious
the
case
that
railway employes
more thejr demand ,t If
wnat
majority report every
to be reviewed by the supreme court not uiuoymg uj secure me P""'""" constitution is to be approved by the
K
whether an appeal is taken or not for themselves. "You elect your gov- nonf0 ihaoo riamo
while under the minority report only ernor you select the best man for g00d faUh Tne
e
haye
n in In
nn1 th rAii nrh him h tnq11M.
tbxme cases that are appealed would
telllgence and the foresight A. B,
go up to it The clause of the majority ty rules Just as If you elected the Fflll tnn SAW tirtthintr in tha nvrmia.
on
trust
commission direct Why not
would therefore be a dead letter
)n
lpo!lH,
tw
account of the burden it would throw your governor therefore, and give him: Vent a
ftd man'from
for
on the court and the great cost it a chance to select the commission the office .
'
to
much
would
J50,do
with
which
he
from
$20,000
greater
would Involve,
w- - Prichard said that the
000 annually. The state will find that care than could possibly be exercised! Gere
- PePle are
competent to select
an
at the general election. The Corpoth a nniv remedy then will be
ulte as competent as
Commission wUl in effect be a'.61?
amendment to the constitution.
.Ammimn nH w oHv that would De tn governor. The officers
M Pi Skeen contended that it is TOnm
and tha .railroad cornorationB should he Buuulu ReeP CIOBe lo ne PePle Ior
uhpIprb to create a commission
a matter not only for 4,000
life treated fairly and intelligently, the thf
of
its
then take away the breath
'
too
",vuu
be
The
cannot
afford to
commonwealth
and pick the flesh from its bones.
8 tendency
of
,the state- commission created should be one antagonistic to them, for from themi,of
'
the power out of the hands of
R Oflft mer, iifiriva
i
.
- inno tn
.
,
.
that will effect the ends sought to he
,L .
h
i
a""UCI
l"7
attained and the minority report their livelihood but they are the very Pointlve
officers will give better serv- comDoHtin.
tii
Rtate
The
of
the
of
One
effective.
would be thus
f airlv. ice. or for the purpose of avoiding
most prominent corporation attorneys m!aIn m,,.t hold the haiaT.
th railroad and on the elections, will not stand at this day.
of the southwest, not a member of the
a c.ommon ,n,terest
convention however, or - resident of other the public. He heartily thanked 7ne,!peopie navf
W0W dare
and no
n
Santa Fe, had told the speaker in the convention for the privilege
UP
man
Put
for it
belt0
to
.incompetent
men
to
the
power
the
a
tended
laboring
presence of witness, that
i
ocuinu i cuiot ivcu Luttt Buxue
would not be in the commission but hoar I
' People are poor losers but the repre-in the supreme court, and that the William H. Schultz for twenty-nin- e
resi- sentatives of the Interests cannot
a
the
whether
care
an
need
many
not
years
years
engineer,
corporation
results at this late day, after
commission is appointive or elective, dent of Santa Fe, former member of change
the convention had decided on an elec
on
bar
the
a
of
member
should
member
the
If
radical
get
a
for
legislature,
tive commission.
it, the supreme court would nullify his and now a resident in Santa Fe, made
C. M. Compton warned the convena similar plea, in which he also warnefforts,
T. B. Catron criticized eloquently ed the commonwealth against slashing tion against the mistake of retracting
the minority clause which would pre-- i rates so that the companies would be what it had done. He came pledged
vent the production of additional evi- compelled to reduce not only wages to the Initiative, referendum, recall,
dence on appeal than that which had but also to give inferior facilities. elective officers, but found that many
been before ' the commission, even He told his hearers that anything that good constitutions had been written
though the decision of the commission affects the railroads, not only has an without those features and that more
He protested influence on the five thousand em- important than any "feature", is the
raises new Issues.
against distributing judicial powers ployes In New Mexico but also upon task of writing 'a "good" constitution.
as one would the traveling public, the safety of People all over the Territory will be
among commissions
scatter seed over the land. The Judi- transportation and whatever hurts well pleased with the fundamental
cial power should be vested In the the railroads would be sure to hurt law formulated by this convention and
the constitution will find general accourts and In the courts only. He pre- the general public.
sented the legal phase of the matter
Thomas B. Catron moved that the ceptance.
clearly, logically, convincingly and commission be made appointive. He James G. Fitch, the third Democrat
showed that the minority provisions said the wishes of the representatives
went so far as confiscation of proper- - of the railroad employes deserve con- (Continued on Page Six.) A Child Shall Lead Them.
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The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that Is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional

roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
without
units
or
furnished
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base
bearing doors;
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
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WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AM E THINQ
REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINE88,
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL 8AVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BU8Y PEOPLE ARE
U8ING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THE8E DAYS
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THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
8175.00
acre.
860.00
These are
to
and highly improved,
per
' " : ; T
ideal homes ready for you. ;

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to' $20.00 per acre
IANOHES,

We are

to locate settlers on

gov- -

RANCHES,'

prepared
LARGS
LARGE
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- AND
AND
needing capital. Moneyed men are
prises,
SMALL.
SMALL
in vlted to correspond with an.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

it;

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBE R &COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HIOKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100
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mind of the masses with respect to
their economic education. No other
has been able to show how intensely
are nor
practical the workingmen
how devoted they can show them-- :
selves to a clearly defined principle,1'
nor how ready they are to trust to
their own leadership, nor how they
invariably refuse, as a class, to em- bark in fiction-borUtopian ventures.
The trade union has been broad
enough for all practical purposes.
And yet trade unionism is the soundest base yet laid for every project
that gives promise to the working
class for a firm and solid advance,
ALAN R.
moving step by step, trade unionism
contains within itself, as a movement
and as a mechanism, fhe possibilities
for establishing whatever social institution the golden future shall develop
for the workers as the predestined
universal element, to be in control of
ARTHUR
society.

rlTEHL

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President
Editor and President
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r

Entered as Second Class Matter at tbe Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Daily, six months by mail
75 Weekly, per year
65 Weekly, six months
7.00 Weekly, per quarter .

$3.50

25

2.00
-

.50

OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.

Tbe New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico, li is Bent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing ofrculatlo i
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

at

;

Politically, an invariable problem
confronting the trade union movement
is how to take action without binding
itself to a hard and fast "ism", "ology,"
or platform. The best of these may
quickly develop weaknesses imperiling
the hard-wounity of the masses. As
a matter of history, American labor
organizations, national as well as lo
cal, have come to disastrous ending
through converting themselves from
trade unions, with clear principles and
accepted methods and tried leader- ship, into political parties with vote- catching platforms, campaign meth- ods and heroes of the passing hour by
standard bearers.
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PALES,

Printed and for sale by New Mexi
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
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Mex.

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended

Certificate,
sheet
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor.
sheet

mar communication
first Monday of eacl
month a Masonic ha)
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daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier....
Daily, per montl, by mail......
Daily, per yiar, by mail

BLANKS.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
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MONDAY,

SOCIETIES
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OF SANTA FE.

Th OJdaat Banking institution in
New Mcxieo. Established in 1870
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H. H. 1 ORM AN,
Acting Master
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Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining

. in.

sheet
Property,
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property, 2
1-- 2

Capital Stock
Undivided
Profits;
Surplus and

1--

McCORD. Secretary.

sheet

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
R. A. M.
Regular con-

Mining Deed,
sheet
sheet .
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,

$150,000
80.000

1-- 2

2

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic sheet'
Hall at 7:30 p. m. .
Coal Declaratory Statement with
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Power of an Attorney,
Af
SELIGMAN, Secretary. . ..
fidavit and Corroboratkg
Affidavit
sheet
Santa Fe Commandery No
Notice of Right to Water.
sheet
1, K. T. Regular conclavi
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
'1 i fourth Monday In each Notice, 4 sheet
month at Mnonic Hall aX
Affidavit of Assessment 2 sheet
7:30 p. m.
Stock Blanks.
C.
B.
A.
MASSIE.
J.
Bill of Sale Animals searing VenW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet .
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 40c per book.
Bill of SaleAnimals not Bearing
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
on tne
14
Monday of each month
sheet
at 730 o'clock In the evening
Bill of Sale. 2 sheet
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
dially invited to attend.
corded Brand, 2 sheet
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
Authority to Gather, Drive and
d
HENRY F. STEPHENS. 32.
Handle Animals Not Bearing
1--2

Non-Miner-

Non-Miner-

1-- 2

4
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sheet

1--4

B. BEAD, Casniei.
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(movements as that for the commisWithout questioning the sincerity, sion form of government, lor tne
patriotism or witdom of those who short ballot, that the people make the
echo the popular clamor for the elec- best choice when the candidates they
tion of every public officer from the vote upon are few. Such officers as
highest to the lowest, the New Mex- the executive and legislative, must
ican can not but help admire such necessarily be chosen at the polls; tout
men as H. M. Dougherty, James G. those of the judiciary and in adminisPitch and others on the! Democratic trative positions, especially those reside of the Constitutional Convention, quiring special technical skill or pro
who had the courage of their convic- fessional training, are best filled by
mri
tions to declare for an appointive su-- appointment. The experience of cenpreme court and an appointive corpo-- ; turies has demonstrated this; the
ration commission.
practice of the United States in filling
' "Will not the people elect competent all of its court and technical posiofficials?" declaimed one orator. The tions with appointive officers bears
NOT A NEW STORY.
The railroad employes'
best answer is: "Have they done so this out.
The New Mexican has thus far emand
Mexico
New
of
therefore,
in the past?" Is it not the common unions
the transcendent importance
;
Secretary.
sheet
Brand,
j,
experience that most men will take those delegates to the Constitutional phasized
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Convention
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men
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the
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pllego.
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court
convention.
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constitutional
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2
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Escritura de Renuncia,
ticket and vote the rest of the ticket
appointive supreme
pliego.
B. P. O. E.
I
Documento Garantlzado. 2 pliego.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
according to their view of the head? poration commission have acted wise writing of a chapter of history with all
2
Hlpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
In the past twelve years, during which ly, although the majority decision the material placed at the command holds its regular session on the see
the writer has watched closely the must be supported because it granted of the persons writing, an unusual and and 'fourth Wednesday of each pliego.
wanted
Documento" de Hlpoteca, 2 pliego.
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
political affairs of New Mexico, not a what it appears the people rule.
phase, for history seldom is made but and welcome;
should
the
Documento
after
and
people
extensa
all,
A.
Garantizado,
taken
J.
has
defalcation
FISCHER,'
place
single
'
just happen. But the sketch on an- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler forma entera, full sheet
among the appointive officers of the
GOMPERS.
-'
OF
GOOD
Certlflcado
SENSE
of
other page
c
the first United States
de Matrimonlo, 10c cad a
Secretary.
Territory; not a single appointive ofuno.
ficer has been indicted or convicted President Samuel Gompers of the Senator from New Mexico, written by
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
for crime; not a single case of bribery American Federation of Labor, this a facile pen, also demonstrates that
Knights of Pythias.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
or of official malfeasance has been afternoon at St. Louis, in his annual
accom
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights oi talner,
delivered a warning to the or- people thought, fought and
report
sheet '
officer
an
to
home
appointive
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1st and 3d
men against the plished along the same lines sixty Pythias.
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that every one of them has been as impracticable things
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AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
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, above
and referendum. Says he:
School Blanks.
elected to office during those Bame
this very day, that in the scheme JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
"The narrowness of tradunionism."
Enumeration Form, 2 sheet
'
years.
full
at
of things as they are, each man, after
This phrase passes current,
Teachers' Certificate, 2 sheet.
The New Mexican reerets that the face value, in every camp and even all, plays but a small part, and each
Contract for School Teacher,
same cannot be said of all the men in every grouplet of "intellectuals." epoch is but an atom of the whole.
sheet
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
elected to office by the people of New In going the whole round of the "isms"
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Mex-- 1
Mexico. The political scandals in Ber sociological, ethical, legal, political, During the past forty days, New
Contract
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t
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popular
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social panaceas, one will themselves a record in the constitu-- ;
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his home at Monero, Rio Arriba coun;
ty.
Mounted Policeman Apolonio
A
Sena is in the Capita, from Las Vegas.
Daniel Kelly of Trinidad, Colorado,
is visiting his father, Delegate H. H.
Kelly.
3. B. Bernstein, a clothing salesman from St. Joseph, Mo., is at the
--

RE ROOMS
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Three store rooms on San Francisco Street.
" '""
Just completed; excellent location.
'
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St.
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aam
William Ruff, representing Colliers,
is at the Claire.
Winifred R. Smith, of Seattle, is
here on lumber business.
' P. B. Shelburne, of Denver, is here
on legal buslnes.
Assessor D. C. Cowell is up from
Estancia, Torrance county.
Judge Ira A. Abbott of Albuquerque spent Sunday in town.
J. M. Dalglish Is In the capital
from Duran, Torrance county.
C. L. Pollard, the Espanola mera visitor In the Capital.
chant, is
'
E. S. Waddles, a clothing salesman
of St. Joseph, Mo., is at the Palace.
'
Delegate J. H. Crist left today for

CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Rev.
of the

PERSONAL MENTION.

-

J. W. Purcell, who was pastor
First Presbyterian church in

aE FIVE.

f"

this city, has gone from Arkansas to
Palatka, Florida. He writes. "We
are enjoying the sunshine of Florida,
also her oranges, pears, bananas, ge- getables, etc., but we cannot forget
me iauDBnme outie, aim our ausence
i3 not permanent"
A. J. McKelway of Washington, D.
C, Secretary of the Xational Child
Labor Committee, interested in seeing
what the constitution will do in the
matter of regulating the employment
of children, providing for juvenile
courts and other matters relating to
the protection of childhood is in the
capital for a few days. President Taft
is a charter member of this committee.
Invitations were received'' today ' n
this city to the wedding of Miss Mary
Ella Dye to Orrin Lassfiter Greshman
at "The Pines,, the home of Mr: and
Mrs. George F. Cox of Waynesboro,
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Georgia, on Wednesday, November 23.
Miss Dye was in recent years a visitor
in Santa Fe, a guest of her brother.
Rev. W. R. Dye, for several years rector of the Church of the Holy Faith.
While here, she made many friends
and was very popular socially,

t.

year, at least.
is ths cheaper?
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qualities of Studebaker wagons, carriages
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proved.
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m. . are
It is poor economy io be
Nov. 14. The
San
Antonio,
Texas,
made
from
paying out
constantly
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Herrera, of Los
cast Iron having a tranv.-rA
money for repair bills.
efforts of the constitutional convenover 8.0110 pound, to the sm.ar
,, -o
Angeles, are sightseers here from Los tion of the new state of New Mexico
Get a Studebaker and save money.
than
....
the reouirem,.,,. " v
greater
Come in and let's talk it over.
Angeles.
to
claim to a part of the territory
Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell, of Las of lay
new
no
Texas presents
problem.
Vegas, arrived In the city yesterday There has been a question as to that
and is at the Palace.
boundary line for many years and deSanta Fe, N. M.
Judge Ira Abbott of Albuquerque, sultory efforts have occasionally been
arrived in the city Saturday and Is re- made to solve It The action of the
gistered at the Palace.
constitutional convention merely preMs. and Mrs. M. E. McGratt of Las sents the question in such a way thai
Vegas, are visiting friends here. They action must be taken by Congress.
&
are stopping at the Claire.
One of the best brief sketches of the
' B. S.
Phillips and J. M. Hartley the history of the difficulty about the bounwellknown lumbermen of the Ramon dary line is presented by Dr. C. E.
Barker, acting head - of the departVigil Grant, are in the city.
William .3rgg, the well known ho- ment of history in the University of
tel man who was operated on yester- Texas. He is today the best authoriSpeaking of the
day, is reported to be resting easy to- ty on the subject.
boundary dispute he said: ..
day.
"The western boundary of Texas
Chief Engineer E. E. Meier, of the
Arroyo Hondo project, was in the city was fixed by an act of Congress in 90
May 96
and registered at the 1S50. From the parallel of 36 degrees Corn Dec. 46
yesterday
May' 47
30 minutes north latitude, it was to
Palace.
Oats Dec.
May 341-- 4
follow
103d
of
the
meridian
longitude
W. H. Jack, the well known cattle
man of Silver City, and member of southward to the 32d parallel westRio Grande, and thence; Pork Jan. 17.52
May 18.30.
the Cattle Sanitary Board, is in the ward to the
along the channel of the river to itsi Lard Jan. 10.27
May 9.82.
Capital.
mouth. In 1859 a portion of the bounJan 9.30; May 9.05.
Hon. William H. Andrews, delegate
was surveyed from each end. To
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in congress from' New Mexico, return- dary
be exact the line was surveyed twen- j
1 firm
'
Louis
Wot
St.
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territory
AND
miles northward from the 32d
after spending a few days here.
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John G. Howland, advance agent for the parellel of 36 degrees 30 minutes, diums 2021; fine 1213.
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railroad within this state shall be lia- Buckman; James Williams, Flagstaff;
no hearthstone and I find I have to
NESTOR MONTOYA,
Arthur Johnston, Silverton; C. L.
F. MARTINEZ.
or
the
ble
for
in
to,
injury
damages
GEO. S. BROWN,
depend entirely upon my memory.
William
Oakes,
Pollard,
Espanola;
in
its
death
employ, Kansas
of, any person
That memory has been a very dependSILVESTRE MIRABAL,
City; George Johnston, El
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
able friend, the most of my life, but
resulting from the negligence of said Paso.
FLOYD C. FIELD,'
or
of
of
or
the
owner
any
operator
thick crowding events have someVICTOR
ORTEGA,
Coronado.
Connection made with Automobile
TICKET8 AND RESERVATIONS AT
thereofficers, agents or
times thrown a shadow Into some of
JAMES G. FITCH,
G. B. Scott, Mcintosh: A. A. Sena, line at
inCITY OFFICE IN
Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
or
of
reason
or
defect
any
of,
niches
store
by
I
where
the
away things.
J. H. CANNING,
East Las Vegas; Manuel Sanchez, Jr., Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros--'
sufficiency, due to its negligence, in
M. D. TAYLOR,
Among the priceless books I have, or
Charles Sawyersdale, Den well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rosits cars, engines, appliances, machin Estancia;
T. J. MABRY.
had, was "Elliot's Notes" which is,
ver; A. E. Shorty, Dundee; D. C. Kin-sel- l, well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
ery, track, roadbed, works or other
I believe, out of print and the delightARTICLE
Ascension Chavez, Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Mcintosh;
equipment.
ful old soldier-lawye- r
author long dead.
Educational Institutions.
or
I
M. A. Hogan, Bisbee; D.
V
m
Torrance;
auon
c.i. v p. iu. Til
An
action
for
I
negligently
uiuJ tuiues at TTvauguu
whom
with
causing
"old
timer"
Another
Section 1. The following named
W. T. Berry, C. S. fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Curran,
Clayton;
as
an
of
above
the
death
pro
employe
used to "swap stories" has crossed Territorial Educational Institutions
Los
Lucio Baca,
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
the beaten trail and gone into the un- are hereby declared to be State Edu vided shall be maintained by the exec Price, Mr. Angeles;
and Mrs. M. S. Herrera,
broken wilderness of the unknown cational Institutions, and all grants utor or administrator for the benefit Los
A. J. Stewart, Cerrillos; mobile
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
land Mr. Majors of the original Wad- - of lands and appropriations, hereto of the employe's surviving widow or C. Angeles;
Higarty, Chicago.
dell stage line which was the first fore made to the Territory and that husband and children or if none, then
to run over the Santa Fe Trail. If, may hereafter be made to said Insti- his parents, or if none then the next BURSUM CLAUSE
therefore, the history delvers of New tutions or to the State of New Mexi of kin, dependant upon said deceased.
CURBS CORPORATIONS.
Mexico find any discrepancies in my co for the purposes of the said Insti- The amount recovered may be distribstories they'll have to prove 'em, tutions are hereby ratified and con uted as provided by law. Any con
(Continued from Page Three)
that's all. For much of what I write firmed to said Institutions severally tract or agreement made in advance
waiv
such
of
with
of
any employe
of the old days is from the lips
injury
as follows: To the University of New
of 35.00 per hundred lbs.
rate
to
so
do
the
TJ. S. mail and pasdeclared
the
during
debate,
the
to
recover
Carrying
or limiting any right
ac- the old timers and of the rest, "a part Mexico at Albuquerque, all grants and ing
for an appointive commission.
sengers between Vaughn, N. M and . Special automobiles furnished to
of which I saw a part of which I appropriations for university purpos- such damages shall be void.
of
commodate
number
Thomas B. Catron withdrew his
ALBUQUERQUE
th
"with
passengers
any
M..
connecting
extend
Roswell, N.
the
The
may
pro
was."
legislature
to
of
the New Mexico College
es;
to make the commission appoint-- ;
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
to
of
other
classes
this
section
visions
Weightman went into Santa Fe Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, the of
ive, saying that he saw that it was
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with with
employes.
"The Army of Occupation" and, name and style of which hereafter
ELKS
MASONIC
doomed to fall.
Tor
at
Mexico
New
Railroad
Central
Railroad.
&
Fe
con
Santa
not
shall
he
This provision
Topeka
like many of the other volunteer offi shall be the New Mexico State ColG.
moved
A.
to
comRichardson
reduce
for
N.
ranee
Santa
arrive
M.,
a.
at
8:30
by
Fe,
m.,
Leave Vaughn
ENTERTAINMENT
all strued to abrogate or repeal the pro- the
was charmed with everything he lege, located near Las Cruces,
pay of the corporation commission
ln Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros- cers,
de- - grants and appropriations for agri- visions of the act of Congress referred
saw.
the
he
left
column
he
When
to
a
from
but
$3,000
$2,000
year
the
NOV. 20th to 27th.
of Article
of
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at cided to make New Mexico his home cultural and mechanical colleges, in- to in Section
motion was tabled 60 to 12.
least 24 hours ln advance. Rate fot and to take out his wife and babies.
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
this constitution.
ROUND
TRIP RATE
the
annual
cluding
appropriations
Charles Springer offered an amendFRANCES E. WOOD,
Baggage allowance of 60 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or He was nearlng Santa Fe, on his re- made and that may hereafter be
ment
teleand
telephone
permitting
at
to
either point.
fewer passengers
Chairman
each regular ticket, excess baggage
$4.15
turn with his family, when he was met made by Congress for agricultural
graph companies to make air line
by an enthusiastic delegation of New and mechanical colleges and experiDATES OF SALE
rates, and this was accepted. The
Mexican members of the legislature ment stations; to the New Mexico
convention then took a recess until
NOV. 19th to 23rd.
and citizens of the town and ap- School of Mines at Socorro, all grants
NOTES.
evening.
durschools
New
for
him
to
of
the
of
honor
the
mines;
crowning
Return Limit
prised
TIME TABLE ALL
ing his absence. To Mrs. Weightman Mexico Military Institute at Roswell,
It you want anything on eartn try
Y
HACK
28th. 1910.
Nov.
it was news almost too good to be all grants for military institutes; to
a New Mexican Want Ad.
LOCAL TRAINS
Be
Prohibition
Enforced,
Can
true, for she was full of alarms and the New Mexico Normal University
From
One is so often met with the argu
at Las Vegas, the New Mexico Nor
misgivings and the gentle, home-lovinare
tables
the
time
The fo'lowing
TAOS
BARRANCA
heart was greatly disturbed over mal School at Silver City, the Span ment or statement that "prohibition
af the local railroads:
Normal School at El does not prohibit" that naturally the
the trial in store for her ln the oldGO TO-Meets Both North South new
A. T. & 3. F. Ry.
land; for another babe was soon Rito and such other normal schools question arises, why is not this law
Leave
to
seems
be
The
enforced?
difficulty
to be born to her and her handsome as may hereafter be established by
Bounds Trains.
C
tone of two things: either the people
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of but headstrong Dick. Just where the law. all grants for normal schools.
No other State educational Institu do not succeed in voting for honest
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east the north bound train and arrives at family lived on first reaching the
VIA THE SANTA FE
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west Taos at 7 p. m.
pueblo I have no knowledge, neither tion, except normal schools, shall be men, men who are honest to the de
office
insti-whof
their
oath
of
of
2
the
nor
shall
east
sons
keeping
gree
and daughters established,
any
5:20 p. m. connect with No.
Ten miles shorter than any other had any of the
in after years made Washington tutlons herein mentioned be abolish- - to enforce the law, or, those engaged
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east way. Good covered hack and good
No. 7 west, 8:50 p. m. ecnect with teams.
city their home, but the little, new ed, moved or consolidated with other in the liquor business are the worst
baby was bora In the house where institutions, except upon a vote of criminals the most persistent lawNo. 8 east, and No. 9 west
s
Ti1.l1a.3r
ts
Mali.
of the members elected to breakers under the sun, and cannot
No.
General Kearny passed his first night,
from
10:20 a. m. with conection
ON SALE NOW
be controlled by the same means, by
the present residence of the Brad- - each House of the Legislature.
3 west
are
criminals
controlled.
other
2.
which
Section
The control and manage-iford Princes. This girl child lived
12:10 p. m. with connection from
SAN FRANCISCO, $66.90
LOS ANGELES )
But unless both these declarations
the pueblo long enough to dimly ment" of each of the said institutions
No. If east
DIEGO
SAN
f5byU
can
enforced-Ibe
f
remember Some things of its quaint-- shall be vested ln a Board of Regents are true, prohibition
6:0? p. m. with connection from No.
ness and her mother's inability to composed of five members appointed
prohibition does not happen to
1 west
PHOENIX, ARIZ, $45 55
CITY OF MEXICO, $68.15,
ever sleep soundly of nights. She by the Governor for a term of five "prohibit" in anycommunity or any
7:3o p. m. with connection with No.
was for several years a teacher in years and confirmed by the Senate, state, you can be Sure there is a reaLiberal atop-ove- r
privileges
9 east
Long time limit
not more than a majority of each son, in, the background where the
and
schools
of
and
the
No.
public
-.from
Washington
connection
m.
with
,
and
man
Tourist
ft;45 p.
Pall
Sleepers.
lawless
Through
traffic
hand
plays
married a handsome talented young; of said boards shall belong to the outlawed and
ist, No. 7 west
Comfortable Chair Cart, Steam
t a: 30 p. m. with connection from
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
i.
. 8 east, xno. v west.
Heated and Electric Lighted.
Returns Thursday and Friday.
bove effective October 1st
D. & ft. G. Ry.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
i.
AGENCY. atO. K. Barber Shop
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent,
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
For further information, timetables and
New Mexico Central Ry.
No. 23 Red
Phone
Pallman reservation, call on or address.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trcuble, and urinary Irregularities.
34 east and 33 south and west
substitutes.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor.
Foley's
K you want anything on earth try
Arrive 8 fL m. with connection from
'
'
' '
'
PHARMACY.
THE CAPITAL
.
k New Mexican Want Ad.
No. 33 east; wo. 34 south and west
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FOR GIFT SEASON

ALWAYS NEEDS 60ME ADDITIONS
IN MIDSUMMER.

DAINTY TRIFLES THAT MAY BE
PREPARED NOW.

XlSIRL'S

Her Case of
Nerves

The rammer girl who was sitting on Dame Fashion Decrees That the Children Shall Nor Be Too Elaborthe end of the pier with the young
ately Dressed In Hot Weathman who wbb bo beautifully gotten up
er White Frocks.
in white flannels that he looked like
the new artistic kind of clothing adA growing girl's wardrobe always
vertisements in the magazines suddenly pressed her hand against her needs some additions in midsummer
heart, turned pale and moaned, "Oh! time, for the hot weather, if nothOh!"
ing else, demands a change of style
"What la it?" cried the young man, and material. The mammas have to
look up seasonable effects for these
startled.
The summer-resogirl opened the supplementary dresses, which fast- corner of one eye, surveyed the pier
and then opened both of them. "It's
begun," she said. "Drowning the children, I mean," she explained further.
rt

"It's worse this year because there are
more children here at the inn. And
ones
they are really such
"
that it seems a pity
"Would you mind telling me
Interrupted the young man, Btill staring at her.
"Not in the least," said the summer-reso- rt
girl. "Only I should think you
could see for yourself.
The place is
full of devoted mothers with the most
s
in the way of hair I
artistic
ever saw and they dress their infants
In perfectly fascinating garments and
then lead them outdoors and practically say, 'Now, darlings, run along and
see how nicely you can drown yourselves! Mother's right here to watch
you do it!' Or else they have an
trust in the watchful care of
Providence.
"Sometimes they have nurses to help
watch the children and then it's
.
worse!
nice-lookin- g

get-up-

"What startled me Just now," exgirl, "was
plained the summer-resoTommy the one in the white pique
and red belt and socks!
Yes, his
mother is sitting on that bench right
there and she was gazing with dreamy,
placid eyes at him as he tried to walk
the extreme edge of the pier between
those two posts. The water is twelve
feet deep along there.
"Mrs. Eckers arrived yesterday with
Joseph and Philip and that is positively the last straw! All last summer I
wore myself to a perfect frazzle seeing Joseph and Philip commit suicide
a dozen times a day! If- that woman
doesn't succeed in drowning them this
year I should think she would be a
little discouraged, because she certainly tried hard enough last s4ason, and
now she's beginning all over again.
"Joseph was 4 last year and Philip
was not quite 2 and he moved as agilely as a lightning bug. He had a pleasant little trick of darting from the
center of the pier straight at the water. The nurse always caught him
just as he was going over the edge,
but between his start and his finish I
nearly died from terror. Because, you
see, sooner or later the nurse Is cer
tain to be a half second behind time in
,the little game. In Imagination I can
just hear Philip splash and gurgle as
'he surges under the pier, where no
human being can get him!
"Mrs. Eckers is the woman over
there with the face of an appealing
angel and the lingerie dress that cost
$200 if it cost a cent Just a few minutes ago everybody was having fits
because Joseph was standing with one
foot on the pier and the other on the
ferry boat, pushing it out and trying
to fall in between the boat and the
pier. She was the only human being
in sight who wasn't frenzied.
"When that nice old gentleman took
Joseph by the collar and yanked him
inland and he yelled she merely mur
mured, 'Dear me! What is Joseph dolng now? Something, I suppose! Those
children know they have me at their
mercy! Their father wrote yesterday
that if they would not mind I was to
shut them in their room and save my
nerves!'
woman
"Now, when a real grown-upretends that she can't manage two
small, fragile Infants like those It is
simply Infuriating! She ought to be
ashamed of herself!
"The Jofords, evidently after much
thought, have decided that the best
way of disposing of their Arthur, aged
12, Is to put a sail on a canoe and turn
him out on the raging lake in it There
he goes now, and if he doesn't tip
over before the week is out I'll eat
my hat!"
. "You don't wear hats up here," said
the young man, who was literal.
"I'll eat it anyhow," declared the
summer-reso- rt
girl, grimly. "There's
no limit to my achievements when I
get nervous!
"It does seem to me," she went on,
"that the only people up here who
have the slightest bit of caution or
sense about managing children are the
people who haven't any children. , You
can laugh, but if you had to jump into
the water in all the glory of that white
suit of yours to fish out some young
ster you'd feel different!"
"That wouldn't be necessary," said
the young man. "There are such a lot
of children around that I don't think
one or two would be missed at all.
Especially the ones who played tag
in the corridor in front of my room
early this morninghello!"
rt

p

In another instant the young man in
white flannel was clambering agilely
across two boats and grabbing wildly
at something white in the water.
What he fished out was nothing but
a bunch of newspapers.
'It was all your fault!" he told the
summer-resogirl afterward when the
hilarity had died down. "Your nerv
ousness made me nervous and I saw
things! If women with nerves aren't
the limit!"
THE VOICES OF. THE CHILDREN.
rt

I

find no rest upon the wide, bin aea.
For little children ever call to me

The little ones I might have helped to
save,
starving- ones to whom I never gave.

The

-

I find no rest when I lie down to sleep.
For ever I can hear the children weep

The little ones who served me In their

The

need.

children whom

I stunted in my greed.

I

find no rest upon my rich domain,
For ever I keep hearing them oomplaln

The children left to sicken and despaic
Because I selfishly refused to care.
8. H. Klser, in Chicago Record-Heral-
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Odd Cures for Seasickness.
Among curious remedies for seasickness Is that which is popular among
the mariners tn the Levant the daily
swallowing of iron rust, which is obtained by the simple process of scraping It off the anchor or anchor chain.
But this is only part of the treatment,
for a small pouch containing roasted
salt and flowers of thyme must be tied
upon the abdomen as firmly as can be
borne, this being considered to counteract the effect of the Internal disturbances caused by the rolling of the
vessel. Known to the ancient Greeks
as "thymian salt," the preparation has
at least the authority of old age, while
its efficacy Is not without modern testimony. And the belt is better than
the salt, and the faith better than the

CAPITAL

List of Cities Where the Seat of
Government of the United States
Has Been Located Is Long.

At a dinner given by one of the
prominent men of the town the other
to Great Expense In night the talk turned to the recent
Providing Welcome Presents for
visit of President Taft to Chicago
Your Friends When Christand the fact that It was announced
mas Is Here.
that during his stay there his hotel was to be regarded as the execuWith strips of cardboard for founda- tive mansion.
The president beamed complacent,
tion and a fairly ingenious mind there
can be evolved some of the most at- ly and during a temporary pause
tractive holders for gifts or acces- sprung this:
"I wonder if any of the gentlemen
sories that feminine hearts can wish.
It is never too early to prepare for the present can state, off hand, In what
season, and for summer city or cities other than Washington
work nothing is more enjoyable than the capital of the United States has
to make from cardboard the holders been located."
"Well, now. It seems to me that I've
pictured here.
Fold a handkerchief in quarters. heard my grandfather say something
This will give you an Idea of the size about New York and and wasn't it
of squares of cardboards, which you Trenton?" came from the benevolent
will cut and cover with silk. Figured old gentleman at the right side of the
silk Is effective for the outer covering. host
Several of the dinner guests hazThis must lap over the edges and be
met by plain silk that reflects one of arded opinions, the president shaking
the colors of the outer facing. Baste his head at each utterance.
and hem with fine stitches this inner
Finally the young college man who
When two of these silk had taken little part in the talk of
piece.
market reports and real estate transactions broke with was becoming an
embarrassing silence:
"Wasn't it in Philadelphia from
September 5, 1774, until December,
No Need

to

Go

gift-givin-g

squares are ready, make a band of
silk elastic, with a tiny rosette of
colored ribbon to match the lining;
this resembles a small garter, and
when the gift handkerchief Is placed
between the silk covers, the elastio
is clasped over the case. It is an
Idea from Paris, and one that Is as
pretty as it is clever.
For your friend the bride, or your
aunt the homekeeper, a dolly roll Is a
welcome gift You can make it from
a cylinder with muslin, which you can
paste on, turning In on each edge far
enough to give a covering for the inside of the roll. The outer cover can
be of figured silk; better still, of embroidered linen that can be buttoned
on the form with tiny loops and
and removed for the necessary
growing, some special occasion or for-getfulness at the beginning of sum cleaning. Try this if you are searchmer has made necessary, will do well ing for a grateful smile.
Then there Is the ribbon holder
to consider the last trend of fashion.
This Is for collarless bodies, elbow made of very thin cardboard. An obsleeves and either the daintiest of long piece should be covered with
wash materials, or else summer silks silk, dainty muslin or mull. An extra
of a childlike simplicity.
"Thou shalt straight piece must be added and dinot be too fine," Is Dame Fashion's vided by a line of stitches Into little
first commandment in hot weather to pockets, each one large enough for a
the child, however well placed. White roll of lingerie ribbon. The narrow
frocks are in her dearest favor, or else ones at the end show a delightful adshe prescribes colors of a flower deli dition of a pair of small scissors and
cacy and such dainty trimmings as the bodkin or threader. The whole
would be suitable, on a smaller scale, article folds in three flaps and is tied
The
for dolls. The bebe or poupee doll firmly with colored ribbon.
and baby styles now distinguish all monogram of the owner is suggested
he best garments In every depart, as the personal touch always apprelittle girls. ciated.
ment, worn by
One piece of pasteboard will make
In both wash materials and summer
silks there are now fabulous bargains the holder for stockings. Cover with
apply the cretonne, silk or
to be found In the shops, some of paste and
- Or sew the material as sugthese in the very newest textures, poplin. In the handkerchief
case.
whether shown in remnants or in the gested
This
should then be
pleoe. French percales in a soft, fine folded straight piece
and the hosiery slipped beweave have dropped to the low price
of 16 cents a yard;
dotted tween the top and bottom. A ribbon
chiffons likewise a cotton material
are going at 25 cents; swlss
which is an English fabric
much used for the little Imported
frocks also sells for 25 cents. This
Is 45 inches wide, so a very small
quantity would be needed for the simple little frock.
Polka-do- t
handkerchief muslin
sometimes with delicate flower sprays
over the dotting which Is a delight,
fully cool fabric, Is 18 cents a yard,
and there are silk and cotton crapes tied over the case and its contents Is
of French manufacture which may a good finish.
be made most attractive with ribbon
For spools, cut two disks of cardtrimmings, priced 28 cents the yard. board and cover with cretonne or
These are in every color of the rain- chintz. With a piercer make holes
bow, and they may be trimmed with in each and place the spools between.
white lace or have the ribbon garni- Run cord through the spools and the
ture match.
covered disks and knot at the top.
Indeed there Is no excuse for missy For a little addition to the sewing
not having a fine little hot weather basket this suggestion comes as an
frock if her mother can sew, for all Inexpensive relief.
All with cardboard as the working
the models are simple to an aston
ishing degree, and with a little taste basis! The scraps of silk and cotton
a very small expenditure will urn out are not difficult to find, and practical
women will always manage to have a
the right thing.
little time to use In a sensible way.
The dress shown in the illustration,
Why not make the holders for your
which has a Gibson bodice with Dutch
neck and a skirt in box plaits, is here Christmas presents?
made of a blue and white percale,
with a little white linen treated to
simple hand embroidery on the bodice,
r
Hamburg embroidery, however,, could very well be used here.
or the waist trimming could be made
in a plain color.
,
For a girl of ten 6 yards, 27 inches
but-ton-

well-dresse- d

silk-war- p

pon-glnet-

All-ove-

wide would be required, and since
very fine little percales may be had
for 12 cents, and really beautiful In
sertlon for 15, it can be seen how
cheap the dress would be.
A heavy linen or a silk with some
body would likewise respond to this
treatment, lace or a contrasting silk
Warm weather la no excuse for a
trimming the latter texture and Ham- shiny nose and forehead. Use a little
burg embroidery the former.
cologne or spirits of camphor In the
water when bathing the face.
For the proper development of chil
dren's bones and teeth lime and fat
are both absolutely necessary. You
will find both of these in milk.
Panama Hats.
There is no question as to the nutriPanama hats have charms that Insure their long continuance in the land tive value of raw egg, but as it Is not
so long as the climate remains as it appetizing in this form mix it with
into a tall glass,
Is, for they seem to exhale the spirit milk. Break the egg
milk
or whatever
and
add
the
nutmeg
of relaxation and peace that makes
summer enjoyable. This year for their seasoning you prefer, put an aluminum
shaker over the glass and shake briskadorning there are new hand painted
a second or two, and you will
India scarfs that are beautifully deli- ly for
which ', Is
cate In tone, besides an endless va- have a palatable egg-no.
to
taste
and wholesome.
pleasant
of
lovely printed fabrics.
riety
A Systematized Conscience. '
"Did you ever sell your voter
Handed Down From the Past.
asked one member of a suspected legThe fear of the dark has lasted long islature.
after the reason for - that fear has
"No," replied the other. "I let It out
gone. Just as the dog's habit of turn- to a syndicate,' took an Interest in
ing round and round before he lies the business and draw dividends on
down to sleep has lasted since the it".
time when ' his ancestors, the wild
used to turn round and
Modern Science.
j
round in the deep drifted leaves of
"Doctor, my baby sucks his flst conthe forest to make warm, sheltered
Is
What
the
matter
with
beds to aleep In. The habit has lasted tinually.
long after the need for It 1b over, and Mmr
"Madam, he has an advanced case
on the smooth hearth the dog still
of chelrophagy."
turns round and round.
What la chelrophagy f
"Mercy!
"A desire to suok the fist"
g

'

wolf-dog-

SHIFTING

CONCERNING

HOME

RUNS.

FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagon. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 409

Galisteo

FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
rooms for housekeeping. Apply 203
Montezuma.
Black leather pocketbook
Capitol and Palace hotel.
Contains money and letters. Return
to this office. Reward.
LOST
between

belt

And the Conductor Said
The conductor on a Dorchester car
was very hot and tired, and his oar
was so crowded he had hard work colWIfey Doesn't K depress people
lecting the fares; so when he came when some one makes a home run at
along and saw a man standing on the a baseball game?
running board and a little three-year- Hubby I should say not? How
old child occupying an end seat near
could it?
him he said combatively, "You'll have
Wifey I should think it would re
to give me a fare for that little girt" mind
a lot of men who are late for
man
said
the
"I'm sorry,"
calmly, linner what
they ought to be doing.
A
"but I refuse to do it." heated argument followed, during which the conA DAILY HINT.
ductor demanded his rights and the
man calmly refused. At last the latter
said with a laugh: "One reason why
1776?" be modestly began.
I wont pay for the child is that she
"Right you are, young man, right Is not mine and she Is not with me."
you are, but Philadelphia isn't the
Boston Herald.
only town to claim that honor," was
the response given paternally.
The High Handshake.
"No, but it's been some little time
He put his hand on a level with
since that came up in our history
class and I'm afraid I have forgotten," the lady's chin.
Reaching her own
said the young man, deprecatingly. up, she said with a laugh:
"It Is easy to see you have been In
"But here is the list as I remember
it: From Philadelphia to Baltimore, the Philippines for some years, else
where it remained from December 20, you would know, my friend, that the
handshake, is no more."
1776, to March, 1777; at Philadelphia
He flushed and bit his lip.
from March 4, 1777, to September,
"But aren't you glad?" said she.
1777; at Lancaster, Pa., from September, 1777, to September 20, 1777; "It was a silly thing, that
at York, Pa., from September 30, handshake. My cousin, the marchion1777, to July, 1778; at Philadelphia ess of Granby, told me how it origin
from July 2, 1778 to June 30. 1783; ated. It originated in a boil under
at Princeton, N. J., from July 30, 1783, King Edward's arm. He had a boll
Hence he
to November 20, 1783; at Annapolis, there for some weeks.
Md., from November 26, 1783, to No- shook hands high up In the air. And
vember 30, 1784; at New York from the world thought it was a new fashJanuary 11, to 1790. And I think from ion."
The Poetic Lady Oh, had I th
there it went to Philadelphia, where
wings of a dove!
It remained ten years. Anyway, from
Why Men Wear Trousers.
The Other Lady They're not wearthe seat of government
Philadelphia
No living man of this age ever de ing them nearly as much as they are
was removed in 1800 to Washington,
liberately chose to adopt "trousers.1 fruits and vegetables on the hats.
where It has been ever since."
He was forced into them and all other
"And there Isn't one in a thousand eccentricities of dress
by women. In
of our citizens who knows all that."
MILLIONS OF THEM.
earliest sartorial experiences
the
very
broke In the host "Say, I guesB a he is swathed in a
queer bundle of
college education isn't so bad, after incoherent
bandages by a woman.
ail, eh?"
Later she puts him in cute dresses so
that the neighbors can't tell him from
his little sister. Still later she cuts
Travesty of the Almshouse.
James Openheim, writing In the off his curls and puts him in knicker
June American Magazine about the bockers, and he put on long pants
gives the word, not before.
terrible condition of the almshouses when she
That la all that man nas to do with
in the state of New York, says:
trousers. Women forced him
"What is an almshouse? One would wearing
into them In the first place, and now
naturally suppose It to be the last ref- he Is afraid to wear anything
else for
uge of the old men and women too fear of
making a sensation. Benton
weak to work, alone in the world,
(Mo.) Democrat
homeless, friendless, penniless. One
would expect to And the almshouse
full of gentle old peonle,. near death.
Prompt Treatment for Colds.
Such people are in the almshouse.
A child's cold should be treated diThey have crept there to die. There rectly It makes an appearance, and In
they wind up their obscure lives, their this way It will be prevented very
humble destinies. These are the lone- often from
becoming really bad. Give
ly and lowly tragedies of our packed the little one a hot bath, dry him
world. But they are not alone with quickly and
put him Into bed, and
one another. I jotted down the fol- then let him have some hot milk to
lowing list from the Oneida county sip. See that he does not throw the
Gest Oh, there are quite as good
almshouse register:
bed clothes oft while he Is perspiring
"Old. Blind, Feeble-mindeIntemafter this treatment. Rub his chest fish in the sea as ever were caught
perate, Sick, Cripple, Epileptic, Va- and back with camphorated oil in the you know.
Jest Better. Just think of the
grant, Lame, Pregnant
morning and at night
enormous ones that just managed to
"They are mixed In witn one anget away from all the anglers!
other. The decent old, whose only
Our Increasing Longevity.
crime is old age and misfortune, are
Although at the present time no one DISCUSSING THE NEW ARRIVAL
herded tn with unspeakable creatures.
Imagine sleeping In a dormitory with ever attains the marvelous old ages
babbling idiots, with jerky epileptics, credited to some people of past cenwith hardened, vicious criminals, and turies, the length of the average life la
in
the
Investigators
with consumptives.
Imagine spending Increasing.
the day and eating one's meals with United States and In England have
this strange company. Such condi- discovered that in 1880 6.6 per cent
tions, to an outsider, are inhuman, in- of all persons were over sixty; in 1890
this class constituted 6.2 per cent,
decent and intolerable."
and In 1900 the number comprised
nearly 6.5 per cent, of the population.
Just a Natural Development.
The woman aviator is developing in
Value of 8eaweed.
France. We read of her progress
California has been first In the field
from time to time with a sense of confidence restored as regards the eter- to recognize the value of seaweed. San
nal fitness of things. Where else, in- Francisco ships annually to China
deed, could she develop, she and her $100,000 worth. ThiB article is a good
costume? We wonder how many of winter food for oxen, sheep and pigs.
the Parisian fraternity have begun In bad times in Ireland it forms a staworking this new sartorial lead. But ple food for the peasantry of the west
why wonder? If there is one thing coast Some of the beneficent preparathe
combine tions in use today from seaweed are
have never lacked It is foresight And, iodine and bromine, from which we
"Yer dad wishes
!t wuz a bojt
after all, from barnyard denizens to
the real fowls of the air requires no
"Well, why don't he change it?"
In India.
Cat
Raising
"Oh, we can't now. We've used H
very tremendous flight of the imagiThe British government is seriously
bur days."
nation. The transition can be worked
of
into
wholesale
the
going
gradually, too. After chanticleer, Tur- thinking
business of raising oats in India.
key buzzard, say, would suggest Itself, Cobra and Russel's
WORTH WHILE.
kill in India
and then along the scale ascending more than a hundredviper
thousand people
until the final Inevitable bird of parabut this is not a fleablte to
dise he reached. To go back to the every year,
what would die of the plague If all
of
eternal
who
can
question
fitness,
the
snakes in India were
discover without a thrill of satisfac- killed.
tion that at least one of these lady
flyers answers In public to the name
of Bird? As yet statistics do not tell
Criticism.
us how many of the rest may, privateWhen some oelebrated pictures of
Adam and Eve were seen on exhibily, respond to "Birdie."
tion, Mr. McNab was taken to see
Good Artificial Marble.
them. "I think no great things of the
marThey are now making artificial
painter," said the gardener; "why,
ble with much success In Sicily. The man!
tempting Adam wl' a pippin of
of
In
Is
the
shadow
manufactory
a variety that wasna' known until
Mount Etna and there common blocks
of
tank con- about twenty years ago!"
In
high-actio- n

high-actio- n

g

i

a
sandstone are put
taining volcanic asphalt and coal tar
and boiled for 36 hours. The stones
Delicate Rebuke.
are then taken out and polished and
Jenkins' ribbon counter ape got
It is said that it takes an expert to poked Tuesday night so hard on the
tell them from black marble.
Adam's apple that he could taste cider.
He bad no license to butt into a conversation in which several gentlemen
He Made a Hit.
were
Binkly

"My gracious; old man, you News.

are all banged up." Cranklelgh "You
nave hit It" Binkly "What did you
do dispute the right of way with an
automobile?" Cranklelgh "No. Took
a drop too much." Binkley "Why, I
didnt know you drank." Cranklelgh
"I don't ' The 'drop I took was from
an aeroplane 20 feet from the ground."

engaged.

Riverton

(Wyo.)

life

lv

WANTED Men without experience
to work at electricity, plumbing, autoLearn trade in
mobiles, bricklaying.
few months without expense, 200 students last year. $30,000 contract Jobs.
Write immediately.
United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewrlters guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.
SALE Handsome quarter
FOR
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing de
vice, spacious and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid con
dition for lower price. Inquire New
Mexican.
Notice for Publication.
(013780.)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the lol
lowlng-nameclaimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his clann under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. 8. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910, viz: Mauriclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
N. M., tor the claim 4372 In Sec 7,
T. 20 N., R. 1 W. and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial read

son under the laws and regulation
of the Interior Department why such
nroof should not ha allowed will bsv.
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
BLANKS

Printed and fot sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

Mex.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
Complaint, Criminal 4 sheet
2

1--

Forcible Entry and Detainer,
sheet
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer,

Com-

1-- 2

Sum-

mons,
sheet
sheet
Acknowledgment,
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Clause, 2 sheet
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
4

4

2

sheet

Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Notice of Protest
sheet

2

4

sheet

sheet
Warranty Deed,
sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
Application for Bounty for Killing
1-- 2

2

Wild Animals, 4 sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed, 2 sheet
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Butchers' Bond, 2 sheet
2

Sheriffs' Monthly
censes.
sheet

Report of

Li-

1-- 2

Spanish

Blanks,

Auto de Arresto. 4 pllego.
Auto de Prlsion, 4 pllego.
Declaration Jurada, 4 pllego.
Certiflcado de Nombramletto,

4

pllego.

Flanza Oficial,
Fianza Oficial

pllego.

1-- 2

y

Juramento,

1--

pllego.

Flanza para Guardar la Paz,

1-- 2

pligeo.

Formula de Enumeraclon. 2 pllego.
Contrato entre Job Directores y Preceptors,
pllego.
Caminos, 25a
Llbros de Reclbo de Capltaclon, 60
en un llbro, 25c
Notlcla de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un llbro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible, 2 pllego.
Documento Sin Garantia, 2 pllego.
1--

1--2

'

1--

Option,

2

sheet

Notas Obligaclones, 25c por 51.
Llbros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recibos Supervisores ds
Llbros de Elecclon de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 30c
"I suppose you get a great deal of
40c.
amusement out of yew golf playing?" y
Appllcaclon por Llcencta de Matrl-monlbut
friends do."

"Ne,
my
Uncle Allen.
,
'
"If you're getting old and don't
Got Us.
know it" philosophized Uncle Allen We might as well our kicking drop
And end our tuna and fuming.
Sparks, "you'll find it out when you
The magnates know we cannot atop
go back to the town where you grew
Our ultimate consuming.
up and look around for the boys you
used to play with when you were a
A Proaalo Fellow.
kid."
"You can get an armful of daisies
;
Would Need Lightning.
for a dime," pointed out the optimist,
Not All Fun and Festivity.
"Perhaps," remarked the college
"and just look at their bright, merry
be
to
fit
wasn't
who
oarsman,
really
"There are some solemnities, of little faces."
Im
on the crew, "perhapa I might
course, connected with your magnlfl-oen- t
"What do I want with an armful of
prove if I should try a faster stroke;
celebration?"
daisies?" growled the pessimist Td
"If you should get a lightning stroke,'
"I should say! One of the very first rather have a oheese sandwloh."
of
replied the disgusted trainer, "It
things on the program waa a game
.
.
WOUlilninmvith.fcjBiejr" ,,,.,
fflrtcjtetr,
..

'

St

2
pllego.
4
Certiflcado de Muerte,
pllego.
Certiflcado de Naclmento, 4 pllego.
Registration de Fallecimentos y
1--

1--

1--

Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal y
Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
4
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
4
Criminal $4.00. Postage Sic.
480 Page Hand Made Journal, 5.75.
480 Page Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
1--
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Judge Victor Ortega has adjourned af- supreme court of the United States. will be, compelled to hold that the Who's - Who in America. She is
ter granting a certified copy ot let-- ' ; As to the other class of cases where land f an entryman who has obtain- - thought to have been the original Gib-NNOR CITY TOPICS
ters of administration to Mrs. Mary everything has been done to perfect cu m uuiu receipiB or ceruuetue son girl who attracted International
M. Victory, executrix of John P. Vic-- I the settler's right to a patent, the showing his 'right to a patent is taxj
admiration.
tory. It also granted letters of admin- authorities are that the land Is sub- able, even though the land departistration to Harry A. Coomer to ad--I ject to taxation, although the naked ment may withhold the patent for Mr. Langhorne is a reticent young
X minister the estate of Fred A. Mackie legal title has not passed from the years and thus deprive him of a large man, with a delightful musical VirX
Denver. Colo., Nov. 14.
$t The forecast is cloudy weather Sf who died intestate.
Letters of guar United States by patent What I part of the practical benefit of owner- ginian accent and comes of a famous
X with local rain or snow tonight 3S
Virginia family.
dianship were granted to Pedro Quin- - have heretofore said on the subject- ship of the land.
$t and Tuesday.
Yours truly,
has been based unon a strong considHe denied himself to all interview-er- s
to
FRANK
W.
CLANCY,
XXSXJSSStSCJCSSXSSS N. Lamberson and Lucia Qulntana eration of the injustice the settler
this morning, admitting however
FOR SALE law library of the late de
Attorney General. that he has come out here for a few
Lamberson, both deceased. The of taxing his land before the land
John P. Victory. Mary M. Victory, Ex
are Dwight, Maud and Mamie nee has seen fit to give him a patent,
weeks sojourn in the hope of benee:utrlx.
ias during the interim between final MRS. ROBERT C. RANKIN
Lamberson.
fiting his health.
Board of Trade Tomorrow Night
of
issuance
the
patent
0e
ARRIVES THIS EVENING.
Back From
Bear Hunt-"Bo- bby"
froofnd not
The Santa Fe Board of Trade will
full
to
have
value
him,
Stephenson of the local postoffice haflland
meet tomorrow night.
GARROW THROOP GEER
huntia8 already herembefore stated,
bear
from
an
returned
Soprano Soloist Will
"alleged"
rHest case in the supreme Distinguished
Taft and Diaz Meeting at El Paso in the
HERE FROM NEW YORK.
Be the Guest of Mrs. Rapp
Postmaster
forest.
Pecos
Paso will be shown at the Elks tomiw- - .qh nth0r ln court of the United States is n Carroll
t,
Concert
. .
JJ.
Friday.
juouuiu
Was Formerly on New York Times
night Prices 25 and 35c.
the office are being thrilled by the
MONEY TO LOAN Must tie placed stories of adventure that Mr. Stephen- is a case from Michigan where the
and Is a Clever Writer Has An- -'
Mrs. Robert C. Rankin, the distinswered Call of the Wild.
immediately. Joseph B. Hayward, son is to' tell but they are still wait- owner of land sought to have the as guished soprano soloist will arrive in
and sale of his land declared the
Room No. 19, Catron Block.
from Las Vegas
this
to feast their eyes on beautiful sessment
evening
city
ing
void because the assessment was to
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee bear
in concert' here Friday night Even the wild fascination of the
pelts. Mr. Stephenson says that
his in sing
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues. on the north slopes of the timber line made before he had- received
Hall. Mrs. Rankin will be great metropolis has not been suffiLibrary
Please order in advance. Phone Black there are only two or three inches of patent, although after he had entered the guest of Mrs. I. H. Rapp who is cient to smother the "call of the)
and paid for the land and received one of the
152. I. M. Astler.
snow, very little grass and little waprpminent music lovers as- wild" which has been heard by Gar-roW. C. T. U. Meeting A regular ter in the river. It proved impossible from the land office a final certificate, sisting to make the concert a success.
Throop Geer, recently a writer
business meeting of the W. C. T. U. to get near any7 big game which how- and the court upheld the validity of Miss Bettie Massle will play two or for the New York Times. Mr. Geer
the assessment and tax rule.
will be held tomorrow afternoon at 3 ever is plentiful.
more violoncello selections at the con- has come west to live the free life,
Following this case, the supreme cert and these will doubtless be listen- breathe
o'clock at the W. C. T. U. rooms.
oxygen and (east his eyes
4
v.
Duncan,
court, in Wlthercpoon
Prize Night at the Elks has been
ed to with great pleasure. They are with sunsets and mountain scenery
MORE INDIANS ROUNDED UP.
Wall. 219, appl'ed the same doctrine the "Serenade"
by Pierne and "The instead of glaring headlines in New
changed to Nov. 17th when the hand
to a donation entry and held that the Silent
Converse.
some three pice parlor set will be
Noon Reverie"
York's daring newspapers. He is ot
(Continued From Page One.)
to. tax exists as soon as the Other numbers of theby
power
program will a prominent New York family, his
given away.
is
this
and
that
changed,
ownership
be announced in a day or two.
j
father being the Rev. William Mon-Marriage Licenses A marriage li- southwestern Rio Arriba county, has is effected when the
is made on
on
cense was issued to Serafln Salazar, been designated by the Secretary of the terms and in the entry
affair
sale
will
Tickets
the
be
for
tague Geer, vicar of Old St. Paul, The
mode allowed by
at Fischer's, at Weltmer's, at Gerdes', latter was a class-mat- e
of William
aged 22 years and Ramoncita Martinez the Interior as subject to entry under law.
;' ;
and at Townsend's stores besides be- - j3ayari Cutting ' at Columbia, It is
iaged 18 years, both of Chimayo.
the provisions of the act of February
ever
do
not
I
find
court
that the
has
ing sold by ladies of the Guild of the Baldi Mr Geer ls aoc0mpanied
Cabneys Famous Mexican Opera 19, 1909.
by
departed from these rulings, although Church of the Holy Faith and at theihi8
and a Historical film showing the
wlfe wh0 aB0 flnda the west de.
General.
By Attorney
their;!
in
Opinion
refused
has
been
application
doormeeting of Taft and Diaz, the two
November 14, J91Q.
Icidedly attractive and they both ex- a few cases as to which the facts
great Presi "ents of the two greatest Hon. L. O. Fullen, District Attorney, were different, such as the case of It is planned to make this concert a pect t0 spgnd 80me montiiS ln New
social auuir ui rare cAueueuue wiu Mexico.
;.'
Republi' s. Prices 25 and 35c.
Roswell, N. M.
Railway Company v. Prescott, 15,, Wall.
Steel Files Galore Fifteen nun-- .
Dear Sir Your letter of the 3d in- 608, which was followed, with a modi- there will certainly be the musical
introof
a
letter
Mr.
Geer
brought
talent to carry out this plan.
dred dollars' worth of steel files ar-- ; stant was duly received, but 1 have fication
duction to Governor Mills and to other
unimportant to our present inrived today at the court house and had no earlier opportunity to answer,
of
case
in
the
men prominent in the Territory,
Railway
'
are being placed in the vault of the having been absent from Santa Fe a vestigation,
PRESENTATION OF SOUVENIRS
v. McShane, 22 Wall. 462.
Company
district clerk. They are substantial, part of the time and closely occupied
OF ENABLING ACT.
An illustration of some of the pracINTERESTING PROBLEM IN
attractive and conveniently arranged with other matters since my return. tical evils from the taxation of lands
WATER CONSERVATION,
and will do much to add to the use-- j
Mr. Anderson asked this office before' the issuance of patent can be Public Ceremonies at Rooms of His
fulness of the district clerk's office,
- j
case of Hussman v; Durin
found
be
the
Govassessed
could
in
whether
lands
Palace
of
torical
the
prior
gan Antonlo Texag, Nov. 14. The
For Baseball Association The mus-iic- to the issuance of patent by the Unit- ham, 165 U. S. 144. In that case one ernors Society
f
on Next Thursday Evening
people of Cotulla, Texas, represent-'- "
comedy which will be given in ed States and was answered very Craig, in 1858, located a bounty land
ed by the truck growers of that see-the near future by local amateurs un-- I
On Thursday evening of this weekjtion have reCently brought to the at-a- t
briefly that they ought not to he as- warrant issued to William Long upon
der the direction of the Rev. James sessed.
The matter hacl been earlier an alleged assignment by Long. In
7:30 o'clock, at the rooms of the(tenti0n of the United States
Grattan Mythen will be for the bene-- ;
and I felt, as a practical 1S64 the secretary of the interior can
Society in the Palace of the ment one of the most interesting of
fit of the baseball association of which presented
tTioro will ho a nrpnpntfl.- - all nmhlama In tha rnn a fTVQ ti OT1 nf
question, and as a matter of justice celled the land warrant, but without flrvvei-nnrjthe late Fred A. Mackie was manager. to entrymen under the public land
uu"c
to
Historical Museum of the water for irrigation. The Neuces rivthe
ition
, The comedy will be presented at the
"V, i
laws, that they ought not to be' as uu?
of the signing of er flows through their territory. This
souvenirs
historic
,
Elks' theater.
,
sessed until patent issues for the or in xne iana aeparauem at wasa.,.
is a big, strong mountain stream. Un
From 33 to 59 That was the range reason
i 1 Taft5 the
that, with the methods pre- ington, to cancel the certificate of lo-til it reaches a point in Uvalde counand
which
resident
in temperature yesterday while on
Bevailing in the land department of the cation which Craig had obtained iniwlth
Saturday it was from 33 to 61 degrees. federal government a settler on the 1858, and up to 1886 the records of the President Sherman affixed their signa-lan- d ty where it sinks into the gravel is
low this gravel bed the stream
over
the
The average relative humidity for the
floated
that
tne
flaS
department showed on their face jtures.
public domain, even after he has made
day was 42 per cent and the tempera- his final proof and become entitled to a full, equitable title passing to Capitol the day the Act was passed, small. Several times a year heavy
ture at 6 o'clock this morning was 41 a
was rainfall makes the stream large in
patent, cannot, if necessity or de Craig, and during these years the an exact duplicate of the Act as.it
dams
per cent The lowest temperature last sire should impel him to sell his land land was subjected to taxation and signed and other historical relics. The spite of this gravel bed and amount
about Cotujla conserve a large
night was 38 degrees. Yesterday was get anything-Jik- e
will
he
made
of
the
by
sold
for
delegate
an adequate price
taxes,
presentation
this gravel bed out
a partly cloudy day with a mean tem until he has his
and of water but with
patent. The value of titles under the tax sales passing to! to Congress W. H. Andrews
of the way several hundreds of thouperature of seven degrees above the the land in his hands is very much Hussman. In 1886, Durham, having among those taking part in the
sands of acres could be put under iraverage.
and
a conveyance from Craig, ap-- 1 monies will be Governor Mills
less prior to patent than" it is after,
The United States governNew Railroad Survey. Writes Joa
rigation.
although, as you are well aware, the plied to the land department for leave the Delegates to the Constitutional ment is unable to handle the proposiquin Gutierrez from Pintada, Guadalu federal courts have held that when to purchase the land upon payment of Convention.
The public is invited,
tion owing to the treaty by which
pe county: Two miles from my house the settler has done everything in regular price under a regulation of thej
Texas became a state the national govin Pintada is a camp of railroad sur cumbent upon him to
perfect his title Department or tne interior, ana nis W. H. LANGHORNE
ernment having no authority to do
1
sur-are
veyors, who tell me that they
to a patent, he has such title that he application was allowed and a patent
HERE FROM VIRGINIA. such work with the streams of this
veying a line from Las Vegas to can sell and convey the land without was issued in 1889 to Craig, his heirs
state. These gravel beds are found in
and assigns. Thereupon Durham be- Is Brother-in-LaVaughn, Guadalupe county and that waiting for a patent.
Dana
of
nearly every state in the Union. Their
Charles
cut-ofas
f
be
to
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GBOCERY AND BAKERY THANKSGIVING TURKEY
GIVE US YOUR ORDER
ALL ORDERS

i

For Turkeys Entered Before Nov, 17th
WITH BEADS AND FEET OFF,

29c. the Pound
Any Size, age or sex, 1000 lbs. to be selected
from. Price will be higher after the 11th.

SO ORDER EARLY.
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Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served.
THE BEST

IS NONE TOO GOOD

FISCHER DRUG
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REXAlL

STORE

COMPANY
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Costs Money to Keep the

Childrens in Shoes
DON'T IT?
BUY THEM OF US AND SEE

D0NTSAVE10TS

Cijiiii

d

IF YOU

OF THAT MONEY

WEARING
LOOKING
COMFORT

Sloes for

lie

ffiifs

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE

FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

co-st-
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mm ml

With something new every, day. .
-

Winter is Coming
is Coming.

The wind is changing. The cold snap
is coming, and there is going to bejfa

wild rush for ladies' outer garments."
This stampede of business will shatter
our line of woolensit will sweep the
best sellers and most popular numbers
off the boards, AT LEAST TEMPO-RARILY- .

You'll do well to anticipate your needs
in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by
looking over AMERICAN line today-Le- t
us take your order and your
sure to be pleased.
mea-sure--you'-

ORE

Looking for your interest 'while you sleep.

We Guarantee

There are warm days in Winter,
Cool days in Summer,
But one thing is certain-Win- ter

I

T

re

every garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment. This depart-men- t
has grown 100 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 1 4 days or we will forfeit 1 0 per
cent of its value if we do not make
delivery on that date.
WE MEAN BUSINESS AND NOTHING
ELSE WILL TAKE ITS PLACE.

